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Abstract
The Jefferson Lab Qweak experiment determined the weak charge of the proton by measuring the parity-
violating elastic scattering asymmetry of longitudinally polarized electrons from an unpolarized liquid hy-
drogen target at small momentum transfer. A custom apparatus was designed for this experiment to meet
the technical challenges presented by the smallest and most precise ~ep asymmetry ever measured. Technical
milestones were achieved at Jefferson Lab in target power, beam current, beam helicity reversal rate, po-
larimetry, detected rates, and control of helicity-correlated beam properties. The experiment employed 180
µA of 89% longitudinally polarized electrons whose helicity was reversed 960 times per second. The electrons
were accelerated to 1.16 GeV and directed to a beamline with extensive instrumentation to measure helicity-
correlated beam properties that can induce false asymmetries. Møller and Compton polarimetry were used
to measure the electron beam polarization to better than 1%. The electron beam was incident on a 34.4 cm
liquid hydrogen target. After passing through a triple collimator system, scattered electrons between 5.8◦
and 11.6◦ were bent in the toroidal magnetic field of a resistive copper-coil magnet. The electrons inside
this acceptance were focused onto eight fused silica Cˇerenkov detectors arrayed symmetrically around the
beam axis. A total scattered electron rate of about 7 GHz was incident on the detector array. The detec-
tors were read out in integrating mode by custom-built low-noise pre-amplifiers and 18-bit sampling ADC
modules. The momentum transfer Q2 = 0.025 GeV2 was determined using dedicated low-current (∼100
pA) measurements with a set of drift chambers before (and a set of drift chambers and trigger scintillation
counters after) the toroidal magnet.
Keywords: parity violation, electron scattering, high luminosity, liquid hydrogen target, particle detectors
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
The Qweak experiment was designed [1] to per-
form the first determination [2] of the proton’s weak
charge, Qpw, which is the neutral-weak analog of
the proton’s electric charge. While measurement of
this fundamental property of the proton is interest-
ing in its own right, it can also be related [3] to the
weak mixing angle sin2 θw and will provide the most
sensitive measure of the Q2 evolution (running) of
sin2 θw below the Z-pole. As such it provides a sen-
sitive test for new physics beyond the SM14. When
14Standard Model
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combined with precise experiments on other tar-
gets, such as can be found in atomic parity-violating
measurements on 133Cs [4], the axial electron, vec-
tor quark coupling constants C1i = 2g
e
Ag
i
V can be
extracted and used (for example) to form the weak
charge of the neutron as well [2].
To accomplish these goals, a precise measure
of the PVES15 asymmetry Aep from unpolarized
hydrogen must be performed at low 4-momentum
transfer squared (−Q2). The asymmetry Aep is the
difference over the sum of elastic ~ep cross sections
measured with longitudinally polarized electrons of
opposite helicity. After a small correction for the
one energy-dependent electroweak radiative correc-
tion that contributes at forward angles [5], in the
forward-angle limit the asymmetry can be cast in
the simple form
Aep/A0 = Q
p
W +Q
2F p(Q2, θ), (1)
where A0 = −GFQ2/
(
4piα
√
2
)
, GF is the Fermi
constant, and α the fine structure constant. The
second term Q2F p contains the nucleon structure
defined in terms of electromagnetic, neutral-weak,
and axial form factors. F p can be determined [6]
from existing PVES data at modestly higher Q2 [7–
18], and is suppressed at lower Q2 relative to Qpw
by the additional factor of Q2.
The strategy employed in the Qweak experiment
was to perform the most precise ~ep asymmetry
measurement to date [2] at a Q2 four times smaller
than any previously reported ~ep experiment, to en-
sure a reliable (short) extrapolation to threshold
where the intercept Qpw of Eq. 1 is the quantity of
interest. As mentioned above, the nucleon structure
term is also smaller at smaller Q2. The fundamen-
tal challenge is that the expected SM asymmetry
at the small Q2 of the experiment (0.025 GeV2) is
only −230 ppb, and the proposed goal of a ∼2.5%
asymmetry measurement implies that the experi-
ment must achieve an overall uncertainty of scale
6 ppb. The small Q2, small asymmetry, and ambi-
tious uncertainty goal led to an experiment which
pushed boundaries on many fronts, as described be-
low.
1.2. Overview of the Experiment
A custom apparatus (see Figs. 1 and 2) was built
and installed in Hall C at JLab16 [19] to provide the
15Parity-Violating Electron Scattering
16Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
high luminosity, large acceptance, and systematic
control required for the Qweak experiment. Several
improvements (see Sec. 2) were made in the acceler-
ator’s source and injector to meet the requirements
of the experiment, which employed a 180 µA beam
of 1.16 GeV, ∼89% longitudinally polarized elec-
trons. Improvements to the beamline instrumen-
tation were made in the polarized source and the
Hall C beamline (see Sec. 3). The incident beam
polarization was measured in two independent po-
larimeters (Sec. 4).
Electrons scattered from a 34.4 cm liquid hy-
drogen target (Sec. 5) were detected in eight syn-
thetic quartz Cˇerenkov detectors each 200 cm × 18
cm × 1.25 cm thick (Sec. 8.1) arrayed in an az-
imuthally symmetric pattern about the beam axis,
which covered 49% of 2pi in the azimuthal angle
φ. The eight-fold azimuthal symmetry minimized
and helped characterize effects arising from HC17
beam motion as well as residual transverse polar-
ization in the beam. A carefully tailored triplet of
lead collimators (Sec. 6.1) restricted the scattering
angular acceptance to 5.8◦ ≤ θ ≤ 11.6◦ and sup-
pressed backgrounds. A resistive toroidal magnet
(Sec. 7) between the target and the detectors sepa-
rated the elastic electrons from inelastic and Møller
electrons. In conjunction with the collimation sys-
tem, the magnet also separated elastically scattered
electrons from direct line-of-sight (neutral) events
originating in the target.
A number of ancillary detectors helped charac-
terize backgrounds and establish HC beam prop-
erties in the experiment. A tracking system
(Sec. 9) consisting of drift chambers before and af-
ter the magnet was deployed periodically to ver-
ify the acceptance-weighted central kinematics of
the measurement, and to help study backgrounds.
The electronics and data acquisition system are de-
scribed in Sec. 10. The extensive simulations per-
formed for the experiment, as well as the analysis
scheme, are described in Sec. 11. The parameters
of the experiment are summarized in Table 1.
1.3. Asymmetry Considerations
The current from the PMT19 at each end of the
eight quartz Cˇerenkov detectors was read out, con-
verted to a voltage, and digitized. The raw asym-
17Helicity-Correlated
19Photo Multiplier Tube
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Figure 1: CAD view of the experimental apparatus. The beam is incident from the right. The key elements include the liquid
hydrogen target scattering chamber, a triple collimator system, a resistive 8-fold symmetric toroidal magnetic spectrometer,
and eight Cˇerenkov detectors for the measurement of scattered electrons. Tracking chambers are illustrated just upstream of
the Cˇerenkov detectors, as well as just upstream of the third collimator. Portions of the extensive steel and concrete shielding
are also shown. The experiment had two operating modes: a low-current calibration mode for Q2 acceptance mapping and
background measurements, and a high-current production mode for the asymmetry measurement. The tracking detectors were
only used during low current running (and were retracted during high current running).
metry measured for a given detector PMT is pro-
vided by the following expressions:
Araw =
Y + − Y −
Y + + Y −
(2)
= P
(
fp
R
Aep +
∑
b
fbAb
)
+Abeam +AT +A. (3)
Here Y ± is the integrated signal yield seen in a
given PMT for a right-handed (+) or left-handed
(−) electron beam helicity state, normalized to the
measured beam charge. Aep is the elastic ~ep asym-
metry the experiment was designed to provide. The
factors fp = 1 −
∑
b fb and fb = 〈Yb〉/〈Y 〉 repre-
sent the fractional contributions (dilutions) of elas-
tic ep events and background events to the total
yield, respectively. P is the beam polarization,
the Ab are various background asymmetries, and
Abeam = Abeam(E,X, Y,X
′, Y ′) is the false asym-
metry due to HC changes in the beam properties.
The latter includes yield changes due to beam posi-
tion (X,Y ), beam angle (X ′, Y ′), and beam energy
(E) on target. The beam charge asymmetry was
reduced with an active feedback loop. AT accounts
for potential contributions from transverse polar-
ization components in the nominally longitudinally
polarized beam. The A term accounts for elec-
tronic contributions from potential helicity signal
5
Figure 2: The Qweak experimental apparatus during installation, before most of the equipment was covered with shielding.
The target scattering chamber is on the left, followed by the first two lead collimators on either side of the man in the figure. A
third lead collimator faced with aluminum sits just in front of the large frame in the center of the picture, which supports the
eight magnet coils. Three of the eight quartz detector bars appear just downstream and to the right of the magnet as skinny,
long bars.
leakage into the DAQ20 electronics or the detec-
tor signal pedestal. As described in [2], the factor
R accounts for small corrections due to the effects
of bremsstrahlung, light variation and nonuniform
Q2 distribution across the detectors, the finite pre-
cision of the Q2 determination, and transforming
from 〈A(Q2)〉 to A(〈Q2〉).
Using Eq. 3 as a basis, the experiment was de-
signed to make precise measurements of the beam
polarization, the momentum transfer, and the scat-
tered electron yield. The experiment was also de-
20Data Acquisition
signed to highly suppress backgrounds and HC elec-
tronic and beam effects. Components were included
in the experiment to allow ancillary measurements
of background asymmetries and yields, as well as
HC beam properties.
The statistical accuracy ∆A/A achievable in the
experiment can be expressed in terms of the asym-
metry width σA measured over helicity quartets,
the total number of helicity quartets N , the ex-
pected asymmetry A, and the beam polarization P
according to
∆A
A
=
σA
AP
√
N
. (4)
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Quantity Value
Beam energy 1.16 GeV
Beam polarization 89%
Target length 34.4 cm
Beam current 180 µA
Luminosity 1.7x1039 cm−2 s−1
Beam power in target 2.1 kW
θ acceptance 5.8◦ − 11.6◦
φ acceptance 49% of 2pi
Q2 0.025 GeV2
∆Ωelastic 43 msr∫ | ~B|dl 0.9 T · m
Total detector rate 7 GHz
Table 1: Typical parameters characterizing the second half
of the experiment.
Helicity quartets refer to the pattern of beam heli-
city states used in the experiment: either (+−−+)
or (− + +−). Assuming an efficiency of 50%, and
the helicity reversal rate of 960/s used in the ex-
periment, N is about 107 quartets per day. The
asymmetry width is the sum in quadrature of con-
tributions from the statistics per quartet accumu-
lated in the detectors (215 ppm corrected for the 70
µs helicity reversal switching time, 42 µs gate de-
lay, and 10% detector resolution), the beam current
monitor resolution (∼43 ppm), and the width from
noise (density fluctuations) in the liquid hydrogen
target (∼55 ppm). σA was typically 225−230 ppm
in the experiment (see Fig. 3), and was dominated
by counting statistics. Under these conditions 270
days are required to reach a statistical accuracy
∆A/A of 2.1%.
-0.003 -0.002 -0.001 0 0.001 0.002 0.003
1
10
210
310
410
510
610
710
Co
u
n
ts
Quartet Asymmetry
Figure 3: Measured asymmetry (blinded) of helicity quar-
tets (see text) accumulated over several days. The smooth
curve is a Gaussian fit, with an RMS width of 230 ppm.
1.4. Beam Helicity Reversal
A crucial tool to suppress systematic effects and
facilitate a clean extraction of the physics asym-
metry in the Qweak experiment was fast helicity
reversal. Since the detector signals can, and do,
fluctuate, the faster the helicity reversal, the more
accurate is the description of the experimental ap-
paratus as a linear measurement device. Possible
signal changes include slow gain drifts, target den-
sity fluctuations, and beam drifts.
The performance of the Pockels cell used to re-
verse the beam helicity in the injector (see Sec. 2.2)
was upgraded for the Qweak experiment. The heli-
city switching time was reduced from 500 µs to 70
µs and the helicity reversal rate was increased from
30 to 960 per second. A quartet helicity reversal
pattern was used to remove linear drifts in the de-
tector signals, and the fast reversal made the ap-
proximation of relatively slow random fluctuations
as linear drifts valid.
The asymmetry was calculated for each helicity
quartet using Eq. 2. When averaged over long time
periods the small remaining asymmetries due to
non-linear drifts should have random signs and av-
erage out. Any remnant of these drifts and fluctua-
tions (along with other sources of unwanted excess
noise) would increase the width of the measured
asymmetries. Therefore, the health and efficiency
of the experiment can be assessed by examining the
difference between the observed asymmetry width,
and that expected from the sum in quadrature of
counting statistics, the beam current monitors, and
the target.
1.5. Logistics of the Experiment
The experiment was performed in two very dif-
ferent modes. The primary measurement of the ~ep
asymmetry utilized beam currents up to 180 µA
with corresponding rates in each of the eight quartz
detector bars of almost 0.9 GHz. The quartz bars
were read out with PMTs on each end of each bar.
The PMTs were fitted with low-gain bases and the
current from the bases was integrated. This part of
the experiment is referred to as integrating mode.
A number of smaller blocks of time dispersed over
the main measurement were devoted to what is re-
ferred to below as event mode, which was devoted
to measurement of Q2 and background characteri-
zations. During this portion of the experiment, the
beam current was reduced over six orders of mag-
nitude to 50−100 pA, and tracking chambers (hor-
izontal and vertical drift chambers) were inserted
7
into the scattered electron acceptance. Trigger scin-
tillators were also placed in front of the main de-
tector quartz bars. High-gain bases were installed
on the quartz bar PMTs to permit counting of in-
dividual pulses. The event-mode electronics and
DAQ were distinct from those used in integrating
mode.
The experiment was also divided into distinct
data collection periods. During an initial setup pe-
riod of several months, various parts of the experi-
ment were debugged. A short commissioning period
(early Feb. 2011) took place once all the equip-
ment was finally in place and functioning. Those
results are presented in [2]. Following this a pe-
riod of several months of production running from
February-May 2011 (referred to below as Run 1)
took place. This was followed by a scheduled six
month accelerator down period during which some
parts of the experiment were opportunistically im-
proved in response to the lessons learned from Run
1. After that a highly efficient period (Run 2) from
November 2011 to May 2012 occurred during which
most of the data for the primary (integrating mode)
measurement were acquired. It is the configuration
of the experiment that existed during this final Run
2 period that is described in this article.
2. Polarized Source
Parity-violation experiments have higher de-
mands from the accelerator source than typical ex-
periments performed at JLab, with Qweak being
the most demanding to date [20]. In fact, the
polarized source is considered part of the exper-
imental apparatus due to the stringent (nanome-
ter scale) requirements placed on HC differences
in beam parameters. In addition, the Qweak ex-
periment needed a higher helicity reversal rate and
a higher beam current than previous experiments.
These requirements led to the development of a new
high-voltage switch for the Pockels cell that could
provide spin flipping at 960/s [21] and construction
of a new higher-bias-voltage photogun [25].
Conceptually, the system is rather simple [26].
Circularly polarized laser light is incident on a pho-
tocathode, producing electrons that are accelerated
in an electrostatic field. The helicity of the photons
is transferred to the electrons. A schematic of the
polarized source in the context of the accelerator
and experimental hall is shown in Fig. 4.
2.1. Helicity Signal
A helicity board located in the injector service
building in an electrically isolated VME21 crate
generated five fiber signals: Helicity, nHelicity, De-
layed Helicity, Quartet, and Helicity Gate as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. The Helicity Gates were produced
with a frequency of 960.015 Hz, and thus a period of
1041.65 µs. The Helicity signal was used to switch
the Pockels cell high voltage. The nHelicity signal
(complementary to the Helicity signal) was used to
control the helicity magnets. This way the heli-
city board always drew the same current regardless
of the helicity state and further protected against
any electrical pickup. In addition, great care was
taken within the injector to isolate the reversal sig-
nal from cables and ground paths that run through-
out the accelerator/endstation complex, as even a
weak coupling can result in a significant and vary-
ing false asymmetry.
The Delayed Helicity signal was sent to the DAQ
and was delayed by eight Helicity Gates, i.e., it re-
ported the state of the electron beam helicity eight
Helicity Gates in the past. This technique provides
strong protection from electrical pickup that might
occur if real-time decoding was used.
The helicity patterns were generated in quartets
of four Helicity Gates, where the first and fourth
gates had the same helicity, and the second and
third had the opposite helicity as the first gate.
The helicity of the first gate in each quartet was de-
termined using a 30-bit pseudo-random algorithm.
The Quartet signal was true at the beginning of
each new pattern, and was also sent to the DAQ.
The Helicity Gate signal sent to the DAQ was
defined by the 70 µs period “TSettle” during which
the Pockels cell high voltage would change. The
remaining 971.65 µs indicated a period of stable
helicity “TStable.” The helicity board generated the
TSettle signal in the Helicity Gate train 1.0 µs before
all other signals. The relative timing of the helicity
signals is depicted schematically in Fig. 5.
2.2. Laser and Pockels Cell
The laser light was provided by a gain-switched
RF22 pulsed diode operating at 1560 nm, amplified
in a fiber amplifier, and then frequency-doubled to
780 nm in a lithium niobate crystal. Three lasers
operating at a repetition rate of 499 MHz were used
21VERSAModule Eurocard
22Radio Frequency
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Figure 4: A schematic of the polarized injector components (see text) used for the Qweak experiment.
to individually supply beam to each of the three
experimental halls at JLab. The beams were com-
bined [26] using a polarizing beam-splitter for the
high-current halls and a partially transmissive mir-
ror for the low-intensity hall. A consequence of this
arrangement was that the Qweak Hall C beam had
opposite polarization to the others.
The linearly polarized laser beams passed
through a Pockels cell (an optical element with bire-
fringence dependent on applied voltage) with its
fast axis at 45◦. At ∼2.5 kV, the Pockels cell func-
tioned as a quarter-wave plate and the laser light
emerged with circular polarization. Reversing the
voltage reversed the birefringence of the crystal and
therefore the helicity of the laser beams.
A potentially serious source of systematic error
can arise from changes in the beam properties,
such as position, angle, and energy that are corre-
lated with the polarization of the beam. Sources of
HCBA23 are dealt with by minimizing the effects
as much as possible, and by measuring the beam
parameters in the experimental hall and correcting
the measured asymmetry for them (Sec. 3.5).
HCBAs in this experiment were minimized [27]
by carefully aligning the optical elements, particu-
larly the Pockels cell. The HC position differences,
measured at the first BPM24 that the electron beam
encountered after leaving the photocathode, were
the smallest yet measured at JLab (≤ 20 nm). Il-
lumination of the photocathode using laser beams
with a Gaussian spatial profile leads to preferential
QE25 degradation at the center of the laser spot
location. After many hours of use, a “QE hole”
forms at the photocathode, and the spatial distri-
23Helicity-Correlated Beam Asymmetry
24Beam Position Monitor
25Quantum Efficiency
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Figure 5: Timing diagram of the helicity signals from the
polarized source. See text for details. The scale of the hori-
zontal axis is exaggerated to show details of the signal timing.
bution of the electron beam changes accordingly,
with more beam produced at the edges of the laser
spot, where QE remains high. This gradual evolu-
tion of the electron beam spatial distribution causes
an increase in measured position differences. The
development of a typical QE hole is illustrated in
Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: QE profile scans before (left) and after (right)
a four week period of high current running. In the latter
figure, the “dot” shows the electrostatic center and the “X”
shows the spot from where 180 µA beam was delivered to
the experiment. The active area was ∼5 mm in diameter
and the laser spot size was 1 mm in diameter.
The IHWP26 was the last optical element before
the Pockels cell, and its function was to reverse
the polarization of the beam without changing the
trajectory through the Pockels cell. It was alter-
nately inserted and removed approximately every 8
hours. This slow helicity reversal was used to cancel
26Insertable Half Wave Plate
HCBAs related to lensing or steering by the Pockels
cell crystal, by forming the difference of asymme-
tries measured with the IHWP in and out.
The faster Pockels cell high-voltage switch [21]
developed for the Qweak experiment was con-
structed using high-voltage optical diodes [22] that
“reverse conduct” when light is applied. The diodes
were fast enough to switch the ∼2.5 kV required
within about 60 µs, by shining light from LED27s
on them. This had the additional advantage of pro-
viding electrical isolation to prevent leakage of the
helicity signal into the electronics. The voltage was
ramped up in stages over the transition to mini-
mize induced oscillations, or “ringing.” The new
switch had much lower capacitance than previous
MOSFET28 switches [23] and virtually eliminated
issues that previously resulted from voltage droop.
In order to ensure that the transition was complete,
70 µs were allowed to elapse before data-taking was
resumed. This represented a 6.72% dead time from
helicity reversal at 960/s. Simple schematic dia-
grams illustrating the difference between the new
and old switching schemes are provided in Fig. 7.
Strained-superlattice photocathodes exhibit “QE
anisotropy,” which is terminology that describes
photoelectron yield that varies with the orienta-
tion of the incident linearly polarized light. The
QE of typical strained-superlattice photocathodes
can vary by ∼4%, depending on the orientation of
incident linearly polarized light. Although great
lengths were taken to provide 100% circularly po-
larized light, in practice perfect circular polariza-
tion was not achieved. Furthermore the residual lin-
ear polarization component varied across the beam
spot, giving rise to higher-moment effects such as
helicity-correlated position differences. To address
this issue, the RHWP29 was used to rotate the
residual linear polarization and provide equal QE
for the two helicity states. In practice a small
residual sensitivity to asymmetric linear polariza-
tion was allowed, so that asymmetric shifts in the
Pockels cell voltages could be used to counteract ef-
fects from downstream elements. A different orien-
tation of the RHWP was required when the IHWP
was inserted. More details on the optimization of
the polarized source can be found in [24].
The final element that the laser beam encoun-
tered before the vacuum window and the photo-
27Light Emitting Diode
28Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor
29Rotatable Half Wave Plate
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Figure 7: (a) Fast Pockels cell high-voltage switch developed
for the Qweak experiment. The Pockels cell can be viewed
as a strictly capacitive device of 6 pf. Because these opto-
couplers are so small, they could be mounted directly to the
top of the cell. This helped limit the cable capacitance and
stray inductance. (b) A diagram of the old Pockels cell HV
circuit, which incorporated fast HV transistor switches.
cathode was a lens which served both to determine
the size of the laser spot on the photocathode and,
by virtue of a remote motion mechanism, to move
the position of the spot on the photocathode. The
effect of the vacuum window birefringence on the
laser polarization was minimized by rotating the
photocathode.
2.3. Photocathode and Gun
The photocathode was a p-doped strained-
superlattice GaAs/GaAsP wafer which allows spin-
selective promotion of electrons to the conduction
band by photons with energies slightly larger than
the semiconductor band gap. The surface of the
photocathode was activated with Cesium and NF3
to reduce the work function and obtain the nega-
tive electron affinity required to extract an electron
beam. During Qweak, the photocathode was “reac-
tivated” once during Run 1, and once during Run 2.
As mentioned above, the photocathode exhibited a
QE anisotropy of 4%. This PITA30 was responsi-
ble for most of the HCBAs, particularly as there
30Polarization Induced Transport Asymmetry
were analyzing gradients in the photocathode and
polarization gradients in the beam. The PITA ef-
fect was used for charge feedback. Small changes to
the Pockels cell voltage for each helicity state were
used to change the amount of linear light in the
laser beam such that, once analyzed by the photo-
cathode, the number of electrons was the same in
each state.
A new “inverted electron gun” [25] was devel-
oped for the Qweak experiment. This design uti-
lized a compact, tapered ceramic insulator that ex-
tended into the vacuum chamber which increased
the distance between biased and grounded parts of
the gun and reduced the amount of metal biased at
high voltage. Electrons leaving the photocathode
experienced a field strength of ∼2 MV/m and the
field strength within the cathode/anode gap was
∼5 MV/m. Although the maximum field strength
inside the gun was ∼9 MV/m, the gun operated re-
liably at 130 kV without measurable field emission.
The experiment ran consistently at beam currents
of ∼180 µA, significantly higher than has been de-
livered previously at JLab. Space-charge induced
emittance growth at this current is significant, and
beam loss at the injector apertures A1−A4 (see
Fig. 4) would have been difficult to eliminate using
the previous photogun [21] operating at 100 kV.
Beam loss during Qweak was typically 3% or less,
while operating an injector bunching cavity at rel-
atively modest field strength.
During Run 1 only modest 1/e photocathode
charge-lifetimes of ∼50 C per laser spot were
achieved. Several different spots could be utilized
before the photocathode required a reactivation cy-
cle. Ion back-bombardment is the predominant
mechanism degrading the photocathode QE during
electron emission [26]. This effect was mitigated
by replacing the 1.5 m focal length lens with one
of 2.0 m, thus increasing the FWHM31 of the laser
spot from 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm and distributing the
ion damage over a bigger region [28]. Cathode life-
times of ∼200 C were achieved during Run 2 with
the larger laser spot. Figure 8 shows 1/e fits to
the daily-measured QE against the extracted beam
charge obtained in both configurations.
2.4. Injector
The purpose of the injector section is to acceler-
ate the beam to relativistic velocities synchronized
31Full Width at Half Maximum
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Figure 8: The measured QE is plotted against the charge
extracted from the photocathode. The fitted curves rep-
resent 1/e charge-lifetimes of a spot on the photocathode,
before (square points) and after (circles) the spot size was
increased by changing to a lens with a longer focal length.
with the CEBAF32 linacs. For a high-current beam,
longitudinal bunching is also required.
The apertures and the chopper [29] were used
to limit the emittance of the beam by trimming
the transverse and temporal (longitudinal) dimen-
sions, respectively. Halfway between the photo-
cathode and the chopper (in the 130 keV region),
the pre-buncher prepared the longitudinal compo-
nent of the beam for the chopper. The chopper was
a pair of 499 MHz RF deflecting cavities phased to
sweep the beam in a circle with a revolution fre-
quency of 499 MHz. The chopper aperture was
kept open at its widest extent, approximately 20◦,
throughout the experiment. Losses could be sig-
nificant in these areas since the space-charge of the
high-current beam caused the beam to expand in all
dimensions. In practice, a significant increase in the
width of the charge asymmetry distribution mea-
sured by the experiment indicated when the beam
trajectory in the injector needed to be tuned to min-
imize interception.
The two-Wien spin flipper was composed of a ver-
tical Wien filter followed by two solenoids and then
a horizontal Wien, described in detail in Ref. [30].
Ideally the system reverses the polarization of the
electron beam in the injector without changing the
optical focusing properties of the system, by revers-
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ing the current in both solenoids. This reverses
the correlation between the helicity of the laser and
photo-produced electrons, and the electrons that ul-
timately arrive in the experimental hall. This can-
celed polarization induced HCBAs, most notably
those related to differences in the beam spot size,
which, unlike the trajectory, were not directly mea-
sured in the experiment. The two-Wien system was
changed monthly throughout the experiment.
The helicity magnets were a set of four air-core
dipole magnets placed in the 6 MeV region of the
injector beamline to kick the beam differentially for
each helicity state. They were used to control HC
position (X,Y ) and, less effectively, angle (X ′, Y ′)
differences. Sensitivities were determined period-
ically and corrections were applied approximately
daily to reduce the differences.
There were two RF cavities in the injector used
for velocity bunching the beam: the buncher and
the pre-buncher (see Fig. 4). They were run with
a phase offset so that the beam pulse would arrive
at the zero-crossing potential and feel an acceler-
ating force at the back of the bunch and a decel-
erating force at the front of the bunch. Despite
using these cavities, there were still issues related
to beam blowup from the large space charge, such
as large-halo scraping on apertures in the experi-
mental hall. In order to deal with this during Run
2, the injector was given a special (“M56”) tune
in order to further bunch the beam. The injector
chicane was tuned to give a standard magnetic com-
pression for a relativistic beam, equivalent in effect
to velocity bunching at low energy. The quadrupole
magnets in the chicane were set to give the lower-
energy electrons, which were also towards the back
of the bunch, a shorter path through the chicane,
allowing them to catch up. This procedure resulted
in a factor of 2 reduction in bunch length arriving
at the accelerator.
3. Beam Transport and Diagnostics
3.1. Accelerator
At the time of the Qweak experiment, the CEBAF
accelerator [19] consisted of a single-pass 62 MeV
injector (see Sec. 2.4), and two 548 MeV supercon-
ducting linacs joined by recirculating arcs allowing
one to five pass beam. The two linacs are typi-
cally operated at equal energy, with the injector at
11.25% of the North Linac energy. Except for a
brief period of 2-pass, 1.16 GeV operation at the
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start of Run 2, the experiment used 1-pass beam
of 1.16 GeV. The 2-pass running provided a useful
check for the experiment as an independent (g− 2)
helicity reversal relative to 1-pass operation.
A resistive copper cavity accelerated the beam
leaving the polarized source from 130 keV to 500
keV. A pair of RF superconducting cavities accel-
erated the beam from 500 keV to 6 MeV, and con-
tain an RF skew quadrupole term which couples the
x and y beta functions. The excellent normalized
emittance provided by the photogun is therefore de-
graded, typically by an order of magnitude.
After acceleration from 6 MeV to 62 MeV the
beam passed through a region used to match the
transverse optics to the North Linac. This match
generally preserves normalized emittance. After the
matching region a chicane is used to avoid recircu-
lated beams of higher energy. The dispersion in the
chicane allowed for injector energy feedback. The
injector and higher-energy beams were rendered co-
linear in a dipole at the start of the North Linac.
The beam for Qweak then went through the North
Linac, was separated vertically from other energy
beams, went through a 180◦ arc, was merged with
other energy beams from the other arcs, and passed
into the South Linac. It was extracted from among
the other beams by a 499 MHz RF separator and
a series of septum magnets. The beam was then
directed into the Hall C arc, consisting of (quads
and) eight 3 m long dipole magnets which deflected
the beam 34.3◦ to experimental Hall C. A trans-
verse optics matching region before the Hall C arc
was used to restore the desired beam envelope func-
tions to design.
A fast feedback system minimized excursions in
both planes at the entrance and exit of the Hall C
arc and at the high-dispersion BCM33. Four air-
core correctors and the last RF zone in the South
Linac were the actuators for this feedback system
with ∼1 kHz response.
A second optics adjustment region between the
Hall C arc and the Compton polarimeter prepared
the beam waist needed for polarimetry. After the
Compton polarimeter there was a final array of
quadrupoles to match the beam to the LH2 tar-
get and finally a set of raster magnets to diffuse the
∼200 µm beam profile at the cryotarget to (typi-
cally) 4×4 mm2.
The raster reduced the effects of target boiling
(see Sec. 5.3) and prevented the beam from burn-
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ing through the target windows. The beam spot on
the target traced a uniform, square Lissajous pat-
tern generated by two air-core magnets driven by
triangular waves with fundamental frequencies of
ν1=24.960 and ν2=25.920 kHz. The raster pattern
repeated with a frequency of (ν2 − ν1)=960.000 Hz,
so each of the 960.015/s Helicity Gates integrated
over a nearly complete raster pattern. If the raster
period was substantially longer than the Helicity
Gate period, then each helicity event would inte-
grate over a different portion of the target face and
introduce additional noise in the detector asymme-
tries. This was verified in a set of test runs with 160
µA beam current. The asymmetry width measured
for the 960 Hz raster patterns was 239 ppm, and
increased for raster patterns at 480 Hz (240 ppm),
and 240 Hz (253 ppm).
At the exit of the experimental hall, the transi-
tion to the beam-dump tunnel was redesigned to
withstand the greater power density of the beam
used in the experiment. The window separating the
upstream beamline vacuum from the helium-filled
downstream beamline to the beam dump consisted
of two hemispherical (r = 38 cm) aluminum 2024-
T6 windows (0.76 mm thick upstream, 0.51 mm
thick downstream) separated by 2.3 cm of water
circulated through a chiller.
3.2. Beam Current Measurement
The Qweak experiment employed six RF cavity
BCMs. They were located upstream of the target
at distances of 16 m (BCM5, BCM7 & 8), 13.4 m
(BCM1 & 2), and 2.7 m (BCM6). Calibrations of
the BCMs between 1–180 µA were performed us-
ing a Parametric Current Transformer [31] (Bergoz
Unser monitor) in the Hall C beamline. After cali-
bration, the BCM linearity was observed to be bet-
ter than 0.5% between 20–180 µA. At the extremely
low beam currents used for the event mode of the
experiment (10 nA to 1 µA), a Faraday cup in the
injector was used for calibration.
The BCMs provided stable, low noise, continu-
ous (non-invasive) beam current measurements. To
avoid radiation damage, the sensitive BCM elec-
tronics were located outside the experimental hall.
BCM1, BCM2, and the Unser used analog receivers.
Digital receivers developed for the Qweak experi-
ment were used with four additional new BCMs.
The BCM cavities were tuned to the third harmonic
of the beam frequency (1497 MHz), and tempera-
ture stabilized at 43◦ C to preserve the tune. The
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Figure 9: Charge asymmetry double difference plots for two
pairs of BCMs from a typical 1 hour run. The DD12 (broad
curve) has an RMS width of 115 ppm. The DD78 (skinny
curve with shoulders) has an RMS width of only 57 ppm.
analog receivers frequency downconverted the cav-
ity outputs to 1 MHz, and then used RMS34-to-DC
converters to demodulate the signals. The digital
receivers downconverted to 45 MHz, and then dig-
itally sampled and processed the signals. In both
cases, voltage levels proportional to beam current
and band-limited to ∼100 kHz were provided to the
18-bit sampling ADC35s [32] described in Sec. 10.2.
Two metrics were used to assess the performance
of the BCMs. The most useful was the width of the
DD36 of asymmetries derived from a pair of BCMs,
because fluctuations in the beam charge canceled,
resulting in a metric sensitive only to the instru-
mental resolution of a BCM pair. For example, the
DD of BCMs 7 & 8 is
DD78 =
Q+7 −Q−7
Q+7 +Q
−
7
− Q
+
8 −Q−8
Q+8 +Q
−
8
, (5)
where Qji denotes the charge measured by BCM i
for beam helicity j. The resolution of an individual
BCM was taken as its DD/
√
2. The other BCM
performance metric was the width of the main de-
tector asymmetry as defined in Eq. 2 and discussed
in Sec. 1.3. However, the BCM resolution was only
one of several effects contributing in quadrature to
that width.
During Run 1 the experiment relied primarily on
BCM1 & 2, which provided a DD12 of 100–140 ppm
34Root-Mean-Square
35Analog to Digital Converter
36Double Difference
(see Fig. 9). BCM5 & 6 were connected to proto-
type digital receivers that were located in the exper-
imental hall and sustained radiation damage. Be-
tween Run 1 and 2, BCM7 & 8 were added and the
new digital receivers for BCMs 5-8 were installed
outside the hall. The new electronics took ad-
vantage of improved digital signal processing tech-
niques and utilized 18-bit, 1 MHz DACs37 to gener-
ate the output voltage. Finally, air-core coaxial ca-
bles were replaced with Heliax [33] cables. The re-
sulting DD78 was typically only ∼60 ppm, so BCM8
was used for charge normalization in Run 2.
Assuming a detector non-linearity of 1%, the
experiment required that the overall helicity-
correlated IA38 be kept below 100 ppb in order
to limit this contribution to the uncertainty in the
asymmetry measurement to < 1 ppb. Since the
measured IA was typically a few ppm over a 1
minute interval, an active charge feedback system
was used. The cumulative IA was measured in 80 s
intervals (see Fig. 10), and the feedback scheme ad-
justed the Pockels cell voltages (PITA offsets) at
the polarized source (see Sec. 2.3) to null it. Over a
typical month of running, the IA was typically only
40 ppb [34].
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3.3. Beam Position and Angle
Continuous beam position monitoring in the ex-
periment was carried out using stripline moni-
37Digital to Analog Converters
38Charge Asymmetry
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tors [35, 36] equipped with two +/− pairs of per-
pendicular antennas tuned to the RF structure of
the beam. The readout of each +/− pair was mul-
tiplexed using switched-electrode electronics every
4.2 µs to eliminate the effects of gain differences
in the electronics. Each of the four antennas from
each BPM was read out for each helicity state of the
beam into 18-bit sampling ADCs custom-built [32]
for this experiment’s faster reversal rate, described
in Sec. 10.2. There were 24 BPMs read out in the
injector beamline, and 23 in the Hall C beamline.
The BPMs were used with beam currents between
50 nA and 180 µA.
The beam position and angle at the LH2 target
were determined [37] from a linear least squares fit
of 4 or 5 BPMs in a magnetic field-free drift re-
gion between 1.5 m and 10.5 m upstream of the
target. Using two BPMs as a reference, the offsets
of the remaining BPMs in front of the target were
adjusted by ∼1 mm to bring them into agreement.
These offsets were stable over the 2 years of the ex-
periment at the 25 micron level. Typical position
resolutions of 1 µm (1.7 µm) were achieved with 5
(4) BPMs using methods similar to the DD tech-
nique described in Sec. 3.2, implying ∼1 nm scale
resolution in an hour. Likewise, angle resolution at
the target was typically 150 nrad.
A slow (1 s update) position lock was imple-
mented to maintain the desired beam position and
angle on the target, using this calculated target po-
sition in conjunction with pairs of corrector mag-
nets upstream of the BPMs.
3.4. Beam Energy
Two types of beam-energy measurements were
required for the experiment: an absolute beam-
energy measurement for the incident energy and Q2
determination, and the energy-asymmetry meas-
urement at the target to remove false asymmetries
generated by HC energy fluctuations.
Position sensitive 3-wire scanners (harps [38]) lo-
cated before, in the middle, and after the Hall C arc
were used for invasive and therefore infrequent en-
ergy measurements accurate to ∼10−3. These were
carried out by utilizing the Hall C arc beamline as
a spectrometer [39] according to
p(GeV/c) =
0.3
sin Θ
∫
B(T) dl(m), (6)
where Θ is the angle (34.3◦) by which the electron
beam bends in the arc and
∫
Bdl is the magnetic
field integral over the eight 3 m long dipoles in the
arc beamline [40]. With the arc quadrupole and
corrector magnets off during these energy measure-
ments, the momentum dispersion is 12 cm/% at the
end of the arc. These invasive energy measurements
were used to benchmark continuous (non-invasive)
energy measurements with a relative accuracy of
∼100 ppm obtained using BPMs along the Hall C
beamline in conjunction with knowledge of the arc
optics and dipole magnetic fields.
The HC beam-energy asymmetry at the target
was determined using the BPM (BPM3C12) lo-
cated in the region of highest dispersion (typically
4 cm/%) in the Hall C arc. The horizontal (X)
beam-position differences measured at BPM3C12
are sensitive to position, angle, and energy differ-
ences. Therefore, relative energy differences at the
target were obtained from
∆P
P
=
∆X3C12
411
− ∆Xtarget
596
+
∆X ′target
0.443
, (7)
where the subscripts indicate the beam position
differences (in cm) at 3C12/target, X ′target repre-
sents the (horizontal) beam angle in X at the target
(in radians) and the denominators on the right of
Eq. 7 account for the first-order transport matrix
elements for beam propagation between 3C12 and
the target.
3.5. Beam Modulation
As described above in Eq. 3 and Sec. 2.2, un-
wanted HC changes in the transverse beam posi-
tions X (horizontal) and Y (vertical), beam angles
X ′ and Y ′, and incident energy E on the target give
rise to false asymmetries (HCBA). These HCBAs
Abeam(E,X, Y,X
′, Y ′) can be heavily suppressed
with careful tuning at the polarized source and a
symmetric detector array. However, the residual
effects must be measured and controlled. Abeam is
determined using the following expression:
Abeam =
∑
i=1,5
∂A
∂χi
∆χi. (8)
Here the slopes ∂A/∂χi are the measured detec-
tor sensitivities of the asymmetry Araw (defined in
Eq. 2) to changes in the beam parameters χi at
the helicity quartet level, and ∆χi is the HC dif-
ference of each beam parameter χi measured at the
quartet level. The five BPMs described in Sec. 3.3
were used to continuously measure the HC beam
position and angle differences at the target. The
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measurement of the HC energy difference relied on
BPM3C12, as described in Eq. 7 of Sec. 3.4.
The natural jitter of the beam can be, and was
used to determine the detector sensitivities ∂A/∂χi.
However, better decoupling of the five sensitivities
was achieved by varying the beam parameters in a
controlled manner using a beam modulation system
built specifically for this purpose. Decoupled posi-
tion and angle motions were separately produced
by varying the current in pairs of air-core magnets
placed along the beamline; two pairs in X and two
pairs in Y approximately 82 and 93 m upstream
of the target. Optics simulations [41] were used to
determine the optimum placement of the coil pairs
along the beamline which produced the offsets in
position and angle desired at the target. Changes
in energy were produced by varying the power input
to a cavitity in the accelerator’s South Linac, and
monitored using the response of BPM3C12 at the
point of highest dispersion in the Hall C arc. The
beam was driven at ∼125 Hz with the modulation
system for 20 s every 320 s for the duration of the
experiment.
Typical beam modulation amplitudes at the tar-
get, as well as typical monthly results measured for
the HC beam properties ∆χi and detector sensitiv-
ities ∂A/∂χi can be found in Table 2. The HCBAs
for X & X ′ are anti-correlated and largely cancel.
The same is true for Y & Y ′. The uncertainties as-
sociated with the monthly HC position (angle) dif-
ferences ∆χi are 0.07 nm (0.01 nrad) based on the
quartet level BPM resolution discussed in Sec. 3.3
of 1 µm (0.2 µrad) over the 2× 108 quartets in the
monthly period shown in Table 2.
3.6. Beam Halo Monitors
Several PMT monitors straddled the beamline
between 1 m and 5 m upstream of the LH2 target
to monitor beam halo, providing crucial feedback
used to tune the beam. Four monitors had lucite
blocks coupled to their 5.1 cm diameter PMTs, and
two used small scintillator blocks. All six monitors
used 12-stage Photonis XP2262B PMTs read out
in event (pulse-counting) mode. Each halo monitor
pair was shielded with lead and pointed upstream
at a retractable halo “target” 6 m upstream of the
LH2 target. The halo target consisted of a 2.8 cm ×
5.1 cm aluminum frame 1 mm thick with a 13 mm
diameter circular hole and an 8 mm × 8 mm square
hole cut out of it. The target could be positioned
with a linear actuator such that either hole (or the
frame) could be positioned in the beam, or it could
be retracted completely out of the beam pipe.
An absolute measure of the beam halo was ob-
tained by calibrating the halo monitors with beam
passing through the 1 mm thick halo frame. The
most useful monitors for absolute determination of
the beam halo fraction were two of the lucite mon-
itors (one with a 2 cm thick lead block in front
to suppress low-energy particles). These were well
shielded on five sides with lead, and located 16.5
cm from the beam centerline on opposite sides of
the beampipe 75 cm downstream of the halo tar-
get. The mean scattering angle of these monitors
relative to the halo target was ∼12.4◦. Background
from upstream of the halo target was accounted for
with the halo target out. With this correction, the
absolute halo fraction was determined to a precision
of ∼2×10−8 at a beam current of 180 µA. In ad-
dition to these dedicated measurements of the halo
fraction, the 13 mm hole was in place about half the
time during the experiment to provide a continuous
monitor of the beam halo. Typical measured beam
halo was between 0.1–1 ppm.
4. Beam Polarization
Measurement of the beam polarization was ex-
pected to be the largest systematic uncertainty
in the experiment. An existing Møller polarime-
ter has routinely provided precise beam polariza-
tion measurements at ≤1.5% in Hall C for many
years. However, these measurements can only be
performed at beam currents much lower than those
employed in the experiment (typically .2 µA, al-
though beam currents up to 20 µA have been em-
ployed). The measurements are invasive, and there-
fore performed infrequently.
Therefore, the Møller polarimeter was augmented
with a new, non-invasive Compton polarimeter
which provided continuous polarization measure-
ments at the full 180 µA of the Qweak experiment.
A statistical precision better than 1% per hour was
achieved. The absolute polarization determined in-
dependently from the two polarimeters was cross-
checked (once) with Compton polarimeter measure-
ments at 4.5 µA bracketed with Møller polarimeter
measurements at the same beam current.
4.1. The Møller Polarimeter
The beam polarization was measured using the
existing Hall C Møller polarimeter [42] 2–3 times
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Beam Modulation Msrd ∆χi Msrd ∂A/∂χi
Parameter Amplitude (monthly) (monthly)
X ± 125 µm −3.3 nm −2.11 ppm/µm
Y ± 125 µm 2.5 nm 0.24 ppm/µm
X ′ ± 5 µrad −0.7 nrad 100.2 ppm/µrad
Y ′ ± 5 µrad 0.02 nrad −0.0 ppm/µrad
Energy ± 61 ppm, 0.1 nm −1.56 ppm/µm
(∼ 70 keV)
Table 2: Typical amplitudes used for driven beam modulation (column 2). Columns 3 and 4 provide typical average monthly
results measured during Run 2 for the HC beam parameter differences ∆χi and detector sensitivities ∂A/∂χi for the beam
parameters i listed in the first column. The total HCBA for this example is only 0.4 ppb. The uncertainties associated with
∆χi and ∂A/∂χi are discussed in the text.
per week. Extensive studies were done for this ex-
periment to characterize the uncertainties and en-
sure sub-percent precision.
The Møller polarimeter measured the parity-
conserving ~e~e cross section asymmetry Azz, for
which the analyzing power is precisely known. The
Hall C Møller used a split superconducting solenoid
to brute-force polarize a 1 µm thick pure iron target
foil along the beam direction. The 3.5 T solenoid
field was sufficiently above the 2.2 T saturation
point of iron to fully saturate the foil. Since only the
valence electrons contribute to the magnetization,
the total target polarization was only about 8% av-
eraged over all the electrons in the atom. Scattered
and recoil electrons were detected in coincidence us-
ing a near-symmetric apparatus, with one electron
detector aperture slightly smaller than the other to
cleanly define the acceptance. Use of a narrow tim-
ing window minimized accidentals and reduced the
signal from Mott scattering from the iron nucleus,
the dominant background [43]. Figure 11 shows a
schematic of the device.
Table 3 summarizes the uncertainties. The
largest comes from scattering off the unpolarized
inner electron shells (the Levchuk effect) [44]. Since
the Møller measurements were invasive and limited
to low-current (∼2 µA), a conservative uncertainty
was included to account for potential effects due to
extrapolation to the higher beam current used in
the experiment. This concern was also addressed
by comparison with the results of the Compton po-
larimeter discussed in Sec. 4.2.
During Run 1, an intermittent short in one of the
coils of quadrupole 3 (see Fig. 11) affected the ac-
ceptance and therefore the analyzing power of the
polarimeter at the few-percent level. To account for
this, the Møller simulation used to provide the po-
larimeter acceptance was modified to include a cor-
respondingly altered quadrupole field map using a
POISSON magneto-static field generator [45]. Hall
probes in the quad were used to compare to simula-
tions of the polarimeter response with and without
the short. An uncertainty of 0.89% was added to
the Run 1 commissioning Møller polarization mea-
surements [2] to account for this effect, which was
absent in Run 2.
Uncer- dA/A
Source tainty (%)
Beam position X 0.5 mm 0.17
Beam position Y 0.5 mm 0.28
Beam direction X ′ 0.5 mrad 0.1
Beam direction Y ′ 0.5 mrad 0.1
Q1 current 2% 0.07
Q3 current 3% 0.05
Q3 position 1 mm 0.01
Multiple scattering 10% 0.01
Levchuk effect 10% 0.33
Collimator position 0.5 mm 0.03
Target temperature 100% 0.14
B-field direction 2◦ 0.14
B-field strength 5% 0.03
Spin depolarization – 0.25
Electronic dead time 100% 0.05
Solenoid focusing 100% 0.21
Solenoid position(X,Y ) 0.5 mm 0.23
High current extrap. – 0.5
Monte Carlo statistics – 0.14
Total 0.83
Table 3: The systematic uncertainties of the Hall C Møller
polarimeter for Run 2 of the experiment. An additional un-
certainty was present during Run 1 due to an intermittent
short in one of the quadrupoles of the polarimeter (see text).
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1.847 m
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7.16 m
Figure 11: The Hall C Møller polarimeter. Only quadrupole magnets 1 and 3 were used during Qweak; quadrupole 2 was
installed in preparation for the JLab 12 GeV program.
4.2. The Compton Polarimeter
A layout of the Compton polarimeter based on
~γ~e −→ γe which was built for the experiment is
shown in Fig. 12. The electron beam was deflected
vertically by two dipole magnets to where it could
interact with photons in a moderate-gain laser cav-
ity. The unscattered electron beam was deflected
back to the nominal beamline with a second pair
of dipole magnets. The third of the 4 chicane
magnets also served to spatially separate electrons
that had undergone Compton scattering from the
rest of the beam. These Compton recoil electrons
were detected in a multi-plane diamond strip de-
tector. Compton scattered photons passed through
the third magnet and were detected in an array of
PbWO4 crystals. The absolute beam polarization
was continuously measured to an accuracy of bet-
ter than 1% per hour with the Compton electron
detector.
4.2.1. Compton Laser System
The photon target for the Compton electron
beam polarimeter was composed of a Coherent
Verdi 10 laser [46] with an output of 10 W at 532 nm
and locked to an external Fabry-Perot optical cav-
ity with a gain of approximately 200. The optical
elements used to produce the photon target were
located on an optics table 57 cm below the electron
beam. The ∼80 cm long optical cavity crossed the
electron beam at 1.3◦.
A variety of optics were utilized on the optics
table to control the shape, intensity, helicity, and
polarization of the laser. The 100% linearly po-
larized laser beam was changed to 99.9% circular
polarization in the cavity by means of a linear po-
larizer and a quarter-wave plate. The laser polar-
ization was continuously measured to ±0.2% using
reflected light at the entrance mirror of the optical
cavity [47, 48].
The optical cavity was locked using the Pound-
Drever-Hall locking technique [49] feeding back
on the laser wavelength via PZT39-actuated mir-
rors, internal to the Verdi laser cavity. The laser
frequency was modulated using an electro-optical
modulator. The modulation signal, when mixed
with the signal from a photodiode monitoring the
reflected light from the Fabry-Perot cavity, pro-
vided an error signal. The error signal was fed into
a PID40 feedback circuit which maintained the opti-
cal cavity lock by appropriately adjusting the laser
wavelength via the internal PZT actuators.
The transmitted beam was split into multiple
beams using a holographic beam sampler to simul-
taneously monitor its polarization, power, position,
and image.
4.2.2. Compton Photon Detector
Photons which were Compton back-scattered
from the electron beam passed straight through the
third dipole of the chicane and entered a calorimeter
39Piezoelectric Transducer
40Proportional-Integral-Differential
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Figure 12: A sketch showing the layout of the Compton polarimeter. The total length of the dipole chicane was 11.1 m, and
the laser interaction region was 57 cm below the undeflected beamline. The electron beam trajectory is from left to right in
the figure.
array composed of four 20 cm long stacked PbWO4
crystals each with a cross section of 3×3 cm2.
A single 7.6 cm diameter Hamamatsu R4885 [50]
PMT with a gain of 5 × 106 was attached with
optical grease to the back face of the calorimeter.
Both were inside a thermally isolated box cooled
to ∼14◦ C which increased the light yield of the
crystals by ∼20% compared to room temperature.
The photon signals were digitized with a 12-bit, 4 V
range, flash ADC (Struck SIS3320 [51]) sampling at
250 MHz. An energy-weighted integral over all pho-
ton energies was performed and read out at the he-
licity flip rate of 960/s. During each helicity period,
at least one set of 256 contiguous samples was read
out to monitor the health and help determine the
linearity of the detector. The linearity was studied
with a system modeled after [52], composed of two
LEDs pulsing for ∼60 ns with one LED serving as
a reference signal and the other LED with intensity
spanning the response range of the detector.
Due to the challenging nature of the linear-
ity measurements, absolute polarizations have not
been extracted from the Run 2 photon detector
data as of this writing. The analysis is currently
focusing on relative comparisons with the electron
detector results. The quasi-independent absolute
beam polarization measurements provided by the
electron detector are discussed next.
4.2.3. Compton Electron Detector
The recoil electrons from the Compton scatter-
ing process were momentum analyzed in the third
dipole magnet and detected by a set of micro-strip
detectors located just upstream of the fourth dipole
magnet. The micro-strip electron detectors were
made from 21×21×0.5 mm3 plates of chemical va-
por deposited diamond [53]. Each diamond plate
had 96 metalized horizontal strips with a pitch of
200 µm (including a 20 µm gap) on one side (front)
and a single metalized electrode 100 µm [54] thick
covering the entire diamond surface on the opposite
side. Each diamond plate was epoxied to a 60 mm
× 80 mm alumina substrate. Each of the 96 strips
was wire bonded to gold traces on the alumina sub-
strate which terminated on two 50-pin high-density
connectors [55] placed on either side of the detector
plate.
The four detector planes were spaced ∼1 cm
apart and inclined 10.2◦ to align them perpendic-
ular to the electron beam exiting the third dipole
in the chicane. The detector stack was attached
to a vertical linear feedthrough with 30.5 cm of
travel inside a vacuum can. Under normal oper-
ating conditions the detectors were lowered to a
vertical distance of ∼7 mm from the main electron
beam. When not in use the detectors were retracted
into a section of the vacuum chamber well sepa-
rated from the electron beam. At the bias voltage
of −400 V maintained across each plane, the raw
charge signal was ∼9000 e− per hit. Custom-built
low-noise QWAD41s [32] were used with a typical
gain of 100 mV/fC.
The digital signals from the QWADs were carried
via 60 m of cable to four FPGA42 based general pur-
pose logic boards [56]. These provided the trigger
and reconditioned the signals for the independent
Compton data acquisition system [57].
The data were collected in ∼1 hr long runs which
were later decoded and used to fill histograms of
41Qweak Amplifier-Discriminator
42Field Programmable Gate Array
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hits on each detector strip for each electron beam
helicity. Laser-off data were used to build back-
ground spectra. Only 3 out of the 4 detector planes
were operational during the experiment. A typi-
cal strip hit spectrum is shown in Fig. 13. Using
the background corrected strip hit spectra for each
electron helicity state, the asymmetry can be deter-
mined as a function of electron momentum. These
asymmetry spectra were compared with a QED43
calculation [58] to obtain the electron beam po-
larization. A typical asymmetry spectrum along
with the QED calculation is shown in Fig. 14. The
electron beam polarization was continuously mon-
itored throughout the Qweak experiment using the
Compton polarimeter electron detectors described
in this section. The beam polarization obtained us-
ing the electron detector was consistent with the
Møller polarimeter measurements performed at low
beam currents.
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Figure 13: A spectrum of normalized yield for each strip of
a single detector plane. The three empty strips correspond
to strips that were too noisy and had to be masked. Strip 1
is closest (7 mm) to the beam; the Compton edge is at strip
56.
Table 4 summarizes the systematic uncertainties
associated with the Compton polarimeter. The
largest two uncertainties arose from a timing is-
sue which resulted in occasional loss of information
from a plane. The effect depended on rate. The
preliminary correction for this effect contributed
an average of 0.7% to the overall polarization un-
certainty, with an additional 0.35% point-to-point
variation observed over the course of the experi-
ment.
4.3. Performance
The beam polarization was monitored by both
the Møller and Compton polarimeters during the
43Quantum ElectroDynamics
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Figure 14: A spectrum of the measured asymmetry for each
strip along with the fit to a QED calculation shown by the
solid line. The three missing strips, out of the > 50 active
strips, have a negligible impact on the quality of the fit and
the extracted electron polarization.
Qweak experiment. In general the Compton po-
larimeter ran continuously and concurrently with
data–taking for the experiment, achieving statisti-
cal errors ranging from a little more than 1% per
1–hour run (during the latter half of Run 1) to less
than 0.5% per 1–hour run (Run 2). Each invasive
Møller measurement took 4–6 hours, and therefore,
as previously stated, was used only 2–3 times per
week.
During Run 2, both the Møller and Compton po-
larimeters were functioning correctly and with good
efficiency. Results from both devices contributed
to the extracted values of the beam polarization for
that period. Fig. 15 compares results from both po-
larimeters where polarization measurements taken
under similar beam conditions are plotted. The
overall agreement is good. The stability of the
beam polarization measured by the Compton po-
larimeter justifies the time interval chosen for the
more infrequent Møller polarimeter measurements.
However, Møller measurements were always made
immediately before and after changes in the polar-
ized source that were known to affect the beam po-
larization: notably laser spot changes or reactiva-
tion of the injector photocathode.
The commissioning of the Compton polarimeter
was completed near the middle of Run 1, so po-
larization results for the first part of Run 1 come
exclusively from the Møller polarimeter. The quad
problem noted earlier in Sec. 4.1 significantly com-
plicated the analysis of Møller data from that pe-
riod and resulted in greater uncertainty for the af-
fected Run 1 Møller data.
The availability of two independent polarimeters
was extremely useful. During the first run period,
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Uncer- ∆P/P
Source tainty (%)
Laser polarization 0.18 mm 0.18
3rd Dipole field 0.0011 T 0.13
Beam energy 1 MeV 0.08
Detector Z position 1 mm 0.03
Trigger multiplicity 1-3 plane 0.19
Trigger clustering 1-8 strips 0.01
Detector tilt (X) 1◦ 0.03
Detector tilt (Y ) 1◦ 0.02
Detector tilt (Z) 1◦ 0.04
Strip eff. variation 0.0 - 100% 0.1
Detector Noise ≤20% of rate 0.1
Fringe Field 100% 0.05
Radiative corrections 20% 0.05
DAQ ineff. correction 100% (prelim) 0.7
DAQ ineff. pt-to-pt (prelim) 0.35
Total 0.85
Table 4: The Hall C Compton polarimeter systematic un-
certainties determined for Run 2 of the experiment. The
last two rows in the table are preliminary estimates, and are
expected to be smaller upon completion of their analysis.
results from the Compton polarimeter first brought
attention to potential issues with the Møller po-
larimeter, which later resulted in the discovery of
the broken quadrupole. Cross checks of the two
polarimeters were performed by making measure-
ments at the same beam current (4.5 µA) - normally
the Møller took data at ≈1 µA while the Comp-
ton operated at the nominal beam current of the
experiment, 180 µA. An important by–product of
this measurement was confirmation that the beam
polarization measured at low beam currents is iden-
tical to that measured at high beam currents.
5. The Liquid Hydrogen Target
The Qweak liquid hydrogen (LH2) target (see
Fig. 16) consisted of a closed hydrogen loop whose
main components were a pump to circulate the
H2, a HX
44 to liquify the H2 and remove the heat
deposited by the e− beam, a cell with thin win-
dows where the beam interacted with the H2, and
a heater to replace the beam power when the beam
was off and to regulate the temperature of the H2.
The target was designed [59, 60] to operate at 20 K
and 207-228 kPa. It was connected at all times to
44Heat eXchanger
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Figure 15: Beam polarization measurements for the sec-
ond Qweak run period plotted vs. Compton polarimeter
run number (spanning a roughly 6-month period) The solid
stars show the Møller measurements with statistical uncer-
tainties (inner) and statistical + point-to-point systematic
uncertainties added in quadrature (outer) (see Sec. 4.1) - the
overall normalization uncertainty of 0.64% is not shown. The
solid circles show the preliminary results from the Compton
polarimeter electron detector - each point represents an av-
erage over about 30 hours of data. The uncertainties shown
represent statistical and estimated systematic errors added
in quadrature. Vertical dashed lines denote changes in the
position of the electron source laser position on the photo-
cathode, while the solid vertical line marks a heating and
subsequent re–activation of the photocathode.
storage/ballast tanks with a total volume of 23,000
STP45 liters. The volume of LH2 was ∼ 58 liters.
The ionization energy loss of the 1.16 GeV
electron beam traversing the 34.4 cm of LH2
was 2.1 kW. A further 0.7 kW of cooling power
was provided for viscous heating (180 W), pump
heat (150 W), conductive and radiative heat load
(150 W), as well as reserve power for the heater
(250 W).
The target loop was affixed to a 1.6 m long stain-
less steel pipe (see Fig. 16 F) in an evacuated scat-
tering chamber connected to the beam line. A
small fast-acting gate valve isolated the chamber
from the upstream beamline. The downstream end
of the chamber was provided with a custom [61]
40.6 cm diameter, extended-stroke gate valve which
isolated the chamber from the downstream beam-
line as well as the thin downstream vacuum window
on the chamber. The gate retracted into a lead box
when the valve was open and the beam was on to
protect the ethylene propylene diene monomer (M-
45Standard Temperature and Pressure
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Figure 16: A schematic showing the components of the
Qweak target. A: The beam interaction cell (pitched 90
◦ in
this figure in order to illustrate the flow pattern), B: the
heater, C: the centrifugal re-circulation pump, D: the hy-
brid heat exchanger, E: the solid target ladder, which was
mounted directly below the cell, and F: the long thin stain-
less steel pipe which mechanically supported the loop, as well
as the manual cell adjustment mechanism at its lower end.
class) rubber (EPDM) seals on the gate from radia-
tion damage. A spoked aluminum 2024-T4 vacuum
window with eight 0.89 mm thick windows was at-
tached to the downstream flange of the gate valve.
The scattered electrons passed through the open
gate valve, through these windows, and into the
collimation system on their way to the experiment’s
detectors.
5.1. Target Components
The target cell’s central LH2 volume was a coni-
cal section oriented along the beam axis such that
all electrons scattered less than 14◦ passed through
the larger diameter exit window. This comfort-
ably included scattered electrons in the experi-
ment’s 5.8◦<θ<11.6◦ acceptance. The Al 2219 cell
contained strategically segmented inlet and outlet
manifolds (see Fig. 16 A) which directed the flow of
LH2 transversely across the beam axis (at ∼3 m/s)
and toward the center of both windows (at∼7 m/s).
The precise geometry of the cell and its manifolds
was arrived at iteratively using CFD46 simulations.
The 22.2 mm φ entrance window of the cell was
0.097 mm thick Al 7075-T6. The Al 7075-T6 exit
window of the hydrogen cell was a 0.64 mm thick
machined surface 305 mm in diameter with a 254
mm radius of curvature. The unscattered beam
passed through a thin spot 15 mm in diameter and
0.125 mm thick at the center of the exit window.
The LH2 thickness seen by the beam between the
entrance and exit windows was 343.6 mm (after cor-
rection for thermal contraction and pressure expan-
sion), or 3.9% expressed in radiation lengths.
In order to provide the nearly 3 kW of cooling
power required, a hybrid counterflow HX was built
(see Fig. 16 D) that made use of ∼14 K helium
coolant from the ESR47 as well as ∼5 K helium
coolant from the CHL48. Typical target coolant
mass flows were ∼14 g/s (5 K source) and ∼40 g/s
(14 K source). The unusually high 14 K mass flow
was achieved by recovering the unused enthalpy of
the returning 5 K coolant to pre-cool the 14 K he-
lium supply in the ESR.
The HX [62] was composed of 12.7 mm φ copper
fin tube with 6.3 fins/cm. The fin tube was wound
in three 15-turn layers contained in a 27.3 cm φ
stainless steel shell 70.6 cm long. A 9.2 cm φ solid
Al mandrel ran the length of the central axis of the
cylindrical HX to divert the H2 flow across the fin
tubes.
The 3 kW capacity heater (see Fig. 16 B) con-
sisted of 1.83 mm φ nichrome wire wrapped in four
23-turn layers through perforated G10 boards. The
total resistance (cold) was 1.3 Ω. A 60 V, 50 A
Sorenson DC49 power supply [63] was used to en-
ergize the heater. The power sent to the heater
was determined by a PID feedback loop looking at
the hydrogen temperature as well as the e− beam
current.
46Computational Fluid Dynamics
47End Station Refrigerator
48Central Helium Liquefier
49Direct Current
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The LH2 was circulated around the target loop
with a homemade centrifugal pump rotating at typ-
ically 29.4 Hz (see Fig. 16 C). The pump provided a
differential pressure (head) of 7.6 kPa (11 m), and a
LH2 mass flow of 1.2 kg/s (17.4±3.8 liters/s) deter-
mined from measurement of the temperature [64]
difference across the heater. The 220 kPa system
pressure was well above the parahydrogen vapor
pressure (94 kPa at 20 K) to mitigate cavitation.
The pump was made by adapting a commercial
aluminum automotive turbocharger impeller and
volute to an AC50 induction motor [65]. Several
turns of copper pipe carrying returning 20 K he-
lium coolant were wrapped around a custom motor
housing to help remove heat from the motor. Ini-
tially, bearings employing ceramic balls and race
with a teflon retainer failed. They were replaced
with bearings using ceramic balls, a stainless steel
race, and graphite impregnated vespel retainers.
The pump was further modified to promote a small
flow of LH2 across the bearings. One end of the
motor shaft spun the 142 mm φ impeller, the other
spun a small tachometer magnet.
5.2. Solid Targets
A remotely controlled 2-axis motion system with
600 mm of vertical travel and 86 mm of horizontal
travel was used to position the LH2 target or any of
24 solid targets on the beam axis. The solid targets
were distributed across three arrays in an aluminum
target ladder assembly (see Fig. 16 E) in good ther-
mal contact with the bottom of the LH2 target cell.
Each target in the upper two arrays was 2.5 cm
square. The lower array was composed of various
combinations of foils in 2 rows and 3 columns at
five (Z) positions along the beam axis between the
upstream (entrance) and downstream (exit) LH2
cell windows. The combinations of “optics targets”
in this array were used to aid the development of
vertex reconstruction algorithms at ∼100 pA beam
currents.
A second array of 12 targets arranged in 4 rows
and 3 columns was situated at the same (Z) plane
along the beam axis as the upstream window of the
target cell. Likewise, a downstream array of six
targets arranged in 2 rows and 3 columns was lo-
cated at the Z of the exit window of the LH2 cell.
These two arrays were used for separate background
50Alternating Current
subtraction of the upstream and downstream alu-
minum cell windows of the LH2 target. Different
thickness aluminum background targets were pro-
vided in both the upstream and downstream matri-
ces to benchmark radiative corrections [66]. Targets
of pure aluminum, thick and thin carbon targets,
and beryllium were also provided. Other targets in
these arrays were used to measure the relative loca-
tion of the beam and the target system using a BeO
viewer in conjunction with a TV camera looking at
the targets, as well as thin aluminum targets with
various size holes in their centers.
These latter hole targets were especially useful
to position the target system with respect to the
beam. One mm thick aluminum “hole targets” with
two mm square holes punched out of their centers
were moved into the beam. A 2-dimensional pro-
file of the beam position at the target was gener-
ated using the dithering/raster magnets (described
in Sec. 3.1). Only beam which missed the hole, and
could thus scatter into the detectors generated a
trigger (see Fig. 17). By measuring the hole pro-
files at both the upstream and downstream Z loca-
tions, the X,Y , pitch, roll, and yaw of the extended
target could be accurately determined. Offsets in
X and Y could be corrected in real time using the
2-axis motion system. Pitch, roll, and yaw offsets
were corrected with a manual cell adjustment mech-
anism when the target was warm. The success of
the target positioning achieved using the hole tar-
gets was confirmed after the experiment by inspec-
tion of spots left by the beam on the target cell
windows as well as the solid targets. In all cases,
the spots were well within 1 mm of the center of
each target.
5.3. Target Performance
Except for the early failure of the LH2 pump
bearings mentioned above, the target met expecta-
tions. About eight hours were required to condense
the hydrogen in the target. Warming the target to
room temperature (by stopping the coolant flow)
took about two days.
The temperature PID feedback loop on the
heater kept the target temperature at 20.00 ± 0.02
K while the beam was on. Damped oscillations of
100 mK were observed for 2–3 minutes when the
180 µA beam was interrupted. To improve temper-
ature stability upon restoration of beam, the beam
was ramped back to full current at the rate of 5
µA/s.
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Figure 17: Profile of the beam position on the hole target.
The central area devoid of events represents the 2 mm ×
2 mm hole in the target illuminated by a 4 mm × 4 mm
dithered beam.
At high beam currents, the small bulk reduction
of the nominal 71.3 kg/m3 density of the LH2 target
was obscured by percent-scale nonlinearities in the
main detector signal chain and the BCMs used to
normalize the signals. A bulk LH2 density reduc-
tion of 0.8% ± 0.8% at 180 µA was estimated by
comparing changes in the detector yield as a func-
tion of beam current for the LH2 and solid targets.
The target was also operated at a beam current
of 2 µA with various pressures of cold H2 gas, as
well as with the target loop evacuated, in order to
characterize the background from the cell windows.
The primary metric of target performance was
its contribution to the main detector asymmetry
width σA (measured over quartets), as discussed in
Sec. 1.3. This contribution arises from target noise
near the helicity reversal frequency and includes
density fluctuations from all sources. Because of the
high beam current employed in the experiment, fast
helicity reversal was essential in reducing the ratio
of target noise to counting statistics to a nearly neg-
ligible level.
The target noise was explicitly measured [67] us-
ing three independent techniques, by measurement
of the asymmetry width in the main detectors as
a function of either beam current, rastered beam
spot size at the target, or the rotational frequency
of the hydrogen re-circulation pump. The latter
is the cleanest and surest method, however con-
sistent results were obtained using all three meth-
ods. Results from one of the target noise studies
are provided in Fig. 18. At the nominal conditions
of the experiment (180 µA, 4×4 mm2 raster, 28.5
Hz pump speed), the target noise was 53 ppm with
an estimated 5 ppm uncertainty.
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Figure 18: The measured quartet-level main detector asym-
metry width measured at varying rotational speeds of the
LH2 re-circulation pump (solid square points, dotted fit).
The fit function is σ2MD = σ
2
A = 233
2 + 18892/f2.288, where
f is the pump frequency in Hz. Conditions were 169 µA
with a 4x4 mm2 raster. The solid circles and fit curve are
the corresponding target noise results (right hand vertical
scale) deduced assuming the variation in the main detector
asymmetry width is due exclusively to varying target noise.
6. Collimation and Shielding
The experiment was carefully designed to miti-
gate the extraordinarily high levels of radiation re-
sulting from the use of a large beam current on a
long target. Besides choosing radiation-hard mate-
rials (e.g., Spectrosil 2000 synthetic quartz [68] for
the detectors), and materials with relatively short
half-lives when activated (e.g., aluminum beamline
components instead of stainless steel), two collima-
tion systems and heavy use of shielding around the
target area and the main detectors were employed.
Portions of the collimator region shielding and the
detector shielding hut are shown in Fig. 1.
6.1. Triple Collimator
The main collimation system (see Fig. 1) con-
sisted of a triplet of lead antimony (95.5% Pb,
4.5% Sb) collimators each with eight sculpted aper-
tures that passed scattered electrons into each of
the experiment’s eight octants. The first was a
cleanup collimator 15.2 cm thick centered just 74
cm downstream of the target center to provide ini-
tial cleanup. Its apertures were sculpted with 14
24
sides to allow electrons scattered from a hypothet-
ical 9× 9 mm2 beam envelope anywhere along the
target length to pass through the defining aperture
of the second collimator. A pair of retractable 5
cm thick tungsten blocks could be positioned be-
hind two opposing apertures of the first collimator
to block scattered electrons for dedicated, intermit-
tent background studies.
The downstream face of the second collimator
defined the acceptance for scattered electrons. It
was centered 2.72 m downstream of the target cen-
ter, and was 15.0 cm thick. The electrons passed
through eight six-sided openings, each approxi-
mately 400 cm2 in area, defining an angular ac-
ceptance from the upstream end of the target of
θ = 5.8◦ − 10.2◦, and θ = 6.6◦ − 11.6◦ from the
downstream end of the target.
A third cleanup collimator 11.2 cm thick was lo-
cated 3.82 m downstream of the target center, at
the entrance to the magnet. It was sandwiched be-
tween aluminum plates for support. It provided
several centimeters of clearance to the elastic elec-
tron profile.
6.2. Lintels
Lead lintels were installed between the coils of
the magnet to shield the detectors from line-of-
sight neutrals generated at the inner apertures of
the defining collimator. The lintels were located
70 cm upstream of the magnet’s center, with a size
of 26.2 cm radially, 70 cm long between adjacent
magnet coils, and 10 cm thick with a forward pitch
of 20.85◦. They provided 2 cm of clearance to the
elastic electron envelope, and are discussed further
in Sec. 11.2.
6.3. Beam Collimator
The experiment was designed to minimize line-
of-sight between the target and the aluminum
beampipe in order to reduce backgrounds in the
main detectors. Simulations showed that this could
be almost completely achieved with a water-cooled
tungsten-copper beam collimator 21 cm long fit
snugly in the central aperture of the most upstream
collimator. The upstream face of this 7.9 cm di-
ameter beam collimator was attached to the cen-
tral hub of the scattering chamber vacuum window
only 47 cm downstream of the target cell’s exit win-
dow. The beam passed through an evacuated ta-
pered conical section machined out of the center
of the collimator which was 14.91 mm in diame-
ter at the upstream end and 21.5 mm in diameter
at the downstream end. From there it was flanged
to the downstream beamline. The power deposited
on the beam collimator was ∼1.6 kW, derived from
the measured water flow and temperature difference
across it.
The maximum angle θmax = 0.88
◦ passed by the
beam collimator corresponds to events scattered at
the downstream face of the target which intercepted
the downstream aperture of the beam collimator.
Including the corners of the 4x4 mm2 square raster
increases θmax to 1.11
◦. There were several regions
along the downstream beamline which intruded on
this cone, depicted in Fig. 19. Neutrals from the
first region (ray 2 in Fig. 19) were mitigated by the
lead lintels described in the previous section 6.2.
The lintels also blocked neutrals generated on the
inner radius of the defining collimator apertures,
represented by ray 3 in Fig. 19. The second re-
gion along the beamline (ray 4 in Fig. 19) was
discovered during the setup period of the experi-
ment, using dosimetry and trial shielding. It was
at the upstream face of the defining collimator, ag-
gravated by the presence of one of the two stain-
less steel bellows along the beamline downstream
of the target. After the setup run, an additional
5.1 cm of lead shielding was clamped along 15 cm
of the beampipe upstream of the defining collima-
tor, and after Run 1 an additional 30.5 cm of lead
was added along the beampipe downstream of the
defining collimator. The third region was at the
exit of the magnet (ray 5 in Fig. 19), just upstream
of the detector hut shielding wall. This region was
well shielded by the detector hut shielding wall, dis-
cussed next in Sec. 6.4, as well as by surrounding
the entire length of beamline inside the detector
shield hut with 5.1 cm of lead shielding. An ad-
ditional (fourth) region along the beamline down-
stream of the main detectors was covered by the
lead beamline shielding and did not contribute to
the background. Finally, the main detectors were
well shielded from neutral particles originating in
the target by the triple-collimator system, as shown
by ray 1 in Fig. 19.
6.4. Shielding
The region immediately downstream of the tar-
get scattering chamber between the first and sec-
ond collimators was completely enclosed in concrete
shielding 61 cm thick. Further downstream, the
main detectors were enclosed in a separate shield-
ing hut made of 122 cm thick concrete shielding
with shielded entrances. The 80 cm thick upstream
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Figure 19: A simplified cross-sectional elevation view through the beam axis illustrating the neutral background sources
downstream of the target and how the main detectors were shielded from them. The vertical scale is amplified by a factor
of three for clarity. The beam passes from left to right in this figure. Only the topmost main detector is shown, along with
the corresponding neutral particle trajectories that were shielded as discussed in the text. The trajectories are represented as
solid lines until encountering the shielding put in place to prevent them from reaching the main detectors, after which they are
represented by different line types. The ±0.88◦ cone inside the beam pipe represents the maximum angle passed by the beam
collimator for events generated on the downstream face of the target, as discussed in the text.
wall of this hut was formed from 10 tightly fit-
ting interlocking sections. The sections consisted
of high-density (2700 kg/m3) barite loaded concrete
(Ba2SO4). Stainless steel rebar (and stainless steel
lifting fixtures) were used due to the proximity to
the magnet. The apertures in this front wall pro-
vided several cm clearance for the elastic electron
envelopes determined by the defining collimator, as
shown in Fig. 20. The area around the beam-pipe
penetration was filled with lead. The shielding hut
downstream of the main detectors was made using
122 cm thick iron shielding blocks.
7. The Spectrometer
The QTOR51 magnetic spectrometer focused
elastically scattered electrons within the acceptance
profile defined by the triple collimator system onto
eight rectangular fused silica detectors. Its design
was loosely based on the BLAST52 magnet [69], and
provided a large acceptance for ep elastics and a
high degree of azimuthal symmetry in an iron-free
magnet to minimize parity-conserving Azz back-
grounds. The QTOR spectrometer spatially sepa-
rated elastic and inelastic events at the focal plane.
In conjunction with the triple collimator system,
51Qweak Toroid
52MIT/Bates Large Acceptance Spectrometer Toroid
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Figure 20: CAD drawings showing the eight scattered elec-
tron profiles defined by the collimator triplet passing through
the apertures in the detector hut upstream shielding wall.
The upper figure is from a perspective similar to Fig. 1.
The bottom figure is a cross-sectional view, with scales pro-
vided. In both figures the beam goes from right to left. The
scattered electron profiles were obtained from Monte-Carlo
simulations and then overlaid into the CAD model. They
originate at the LH2 target and terminate on the 8 synthetic
quartz main detectors. The lintels between the magnet coils
are also shown. The tracking chambers are depicted between
the second and third collimators as well as downstream of
the detector hut.
the spectrometer separated elastic events from line-
of-sight trajectories (photons and neutrons) origi-
nating in the target. It also swept away low-energy
electrons from the copious Møller interactions in the
target.
The QTOR spectrometer consisted of eight iden-
tical resistive coils electrically connected in series
and arrayed azimuthally around the beamline, cen-
tered 6.5 m downstream of the target. Each coil was
composed [70] of a double pancake of 13 turns of
copper conductor. Each racetrack-shaped pancake
had straight sections 2.20 m long, and semi-circular
curved sections of inner (outer) radius 0.235 m (0.75
m). The oxygen free, high-conductivity conductor
was formed from long copper bars brazed together,
of cross section 5.84 cm × 3.81 cm with a central
hole of diameter 2.03 cm for cooling water supplied
at 13.3 liters/s. The nominal resistance of each
3900 kg coil was 1.76 mΩ at 20◦ C. The design
current density was 500 A/cm2. Each of the eight
coils was mounted in an aluminum coil holder. The
coil holders were in turn mounted in a large alu-
minum frame assembled with silicon-bronze fasten-
ers to minimize magnetic material (see Fig. 2).
Due to the iron-free nature of the magnet, it did
not have to be cycled through a hysteresis curve
to obtain a reproducible field. The field was deter-
mined from a DCCT53 at the output of a 2 MVA,
±10 ppm current-regulating power supply [71]. A
Hall probe was installed as a cross-check on the
stability of the QTOR power supply current. This
probe helped identify intermittent periods when ra-
diation damage affected the stability of the DCCT.
The shape of the magnetic field is depicted in
Fig. 21. Electrons were deflected radially outwards
by the magnet. At the mean scattered electron an-
gle of 7.9◦, the
∫
B dl was about 0.9 T-m. The colli-
mated elastic electrons in each octant were focused
into an envelope which was roughly 10 cm tall in
the dispersive direction, but almost 2 m wide in the
non-dispersive direction at the position of the main
detector array 5.78 m downstream of the magnet
center. Due to φ-dependent aberrations, curvature
of the elastic event envelope resulted in a mustache-
shaped image on the focal plane, as discussed in
Sec. 8.5.
The QTOR field was carefully simulated and
techniques were developed to analyze the re-
sults of field mapping [70] carried out initially at
MIT/BATES54 using a 3-axis mapper. The map-
per measured positions to ±0.3 mm and magnetic
fields to ±0.2 G. It employed a 3-axis gantry that
moved a probe over a 4 m × 4 m × 2 m range. The
probe consisted of two high-precision 3-axis Hall ef-
fect transducers, temperature sensors, clinometers
and photodiodes. Zero-crossing measurements of
certain fringe field components as well as direct field
measurements in the envelope of the scattered elec-
tron trajectories were performed. Simulations of
the effects of coil misalignments (of ideal coils) indi-
cated that they had to be positioned within ≤3 mm
radially, and ≤0.1◦ azimuthally of their ideal posi-
tions. The QTOR magnet center had to be within
53DC Current Transformer
54Bates Linear Accelerator Center
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Figure 21: Radial distribution of Bφ of the QTOR mag-
netic field magnitude at z = 0 (the center of the magnet)
and φ = 0 (halfway between the left two coils when looking
downstream). The field is dominated by the azimuthal com-
ponent Bφ. Its radial and axial components BR and BZ are
small, however defocussing in the azimuthal direction was
nevertheless large enough to double the required length of
an individual detector.
≤3 mm of the beam axis, and the eight field in-
tegrals along the electron trajectories had to be
matched to within 0.4%.
The mapping indicated that the coil positions
were well within the desired 3 mm of their ideal
positions in X, Y , and Z of the magnet’s local
coordinate system, except for two coils that had
−3.1 mm and 3.8 mm displacements in X, the ra-
dial outward direction. The measured coil average
of the angular displacements in X, Y , and Z were
0.04◦, 0.07◦, and 0.14◦, respectively. Z is along the
axis of the spectrometer, and Y is perpendicular to
the coil measured from its center. Measured coil-to-
coil variations in
∫
Bdl were ≤0.3% except at the
outermost radii of some of the coils, corresponding
to the largest scattering angles and lowest scattered
electron rates, where variations up to about 0.5%
were found. Fig. 22 shows the difference between
the average
∫
Bdl from all eight octants, and the
calculated
∫
Bdl based on the actual coil positions
determined from the zero-crossing measurements.
This difference is plotted as a function of the az-
imuthal angle φ for several polar angles θ in each
octant to illustrate the high degree of azimuthal
symmetry achieved across the spectrometer. The
QTOR magnet was fiducialized at MIT/BATES,
transported to JLab and installed in experimental
Hall C. After installation, the upstream half of the
magnet was remapped and calibrated to verify the
alignment and magnet performance.
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Figure 22: Relative difference
(∫
Bdl − 〈∫ Bdl〉) / 〈∫ Bdl〉
between the eight-octant average
〈∫
Bdl
〉
and the calculated∫
Bdl for each octant based on the actual coil positions as
determined from the zero-crossing field mapping measure-
ments. The results for each octant are plotted as a function
of the azimuthal angle φ for the four different polar angles
θ indicated in the legend. φ=0 corresponds to the center
of the top octant, and increases going clockwise around the
beam axis. The dashed lines indicate the specification on
this parameter. Note that the smallest and largest polar
angles plotted are just outside the scattered electron accep-
tance defined by the collimation system. The same is true
for the azimuthal range.
7.1. Spectrometer Performance
During the Qweak experiment, QTOR was oper-
ated routinely at a current of 8900 A DC (123 V).
The cooling water temperature rose ∼20 C across
the magnet. Some problems were experienced early
in the experiment due to cooling water restrictions,
which led to burst cooling hoses and even a burst
water cooled lead which damaged the load sens-
ing resistors in the power supply. A phase failure
in the power grid damaged the DCCT, which was
repaired, recalibrated, and checked using the Hall
probe. A blown silicon-controlled rectifier in the
power supply and a bad breaker in the 2 MVA ser-
vice feed also caused significant down time. Radi-
ation damage to the power supply was mitigated
with the addition of steel shielding. The intense
flux of low-energy electrons from Moller scattering
was deflected radially outward and away from the
magnet by the magnetic field. Furthermore, the
magnet coils themselves were in the shadow of the
collimation system, and thus received a radiation
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dose far smaller than the 1 Mrad seen by the main
quartz detectors.
A combination of glass witness plates (which
recorded the location of the beam envelope through
radiation damage induced darkening) and the
tracking chambers verified that the eight beam en-
velopes were radially symmetric within ±0.5 cm.
However, the nominally field-free region along the
central symmetry axis (see Fig. 21) contained small
contributions amounting to ∼5 kG-cm, which arose
from minor misalignments of the magnet coils. Al-
though this had no effect on the scattered electrons
of interest in the experiment, it did steer low-energy
electrons in the beam pipe towards the 2 o’clock po-
sition looking downstream, breaking the azimuthal
symmetry in the downstream luminosity monitors
described in Sec. 8.4.2. A more serious consequence
was the resulting ∼1 kW beam power deposited on
a flange near the end of the beamline (∼14 m down-
stream of the magnet center) which led to vacuum
leaks, and impacted the experiment’s efficiency in
Run 1. This section of downstream beamline was
redesigned for Run 2, cooling was added, and the
vacuum problems were eliminated.
8. Integrating Mode Electron Detectors
In addition to the eight main detectors which
were used to measure the experiment’s main quan-
tity of interest, the elastic asymmetry defined in
Eq. 2, several ancillary detection systems were also
employed. Dedicated background detectors helped
monitor and quantify backgrounds and their asym-
metries. A focal plane scanner was used to map out
the profile of events in 1 cm2 pixels over the face of
one of the main detectors at the full current used in
the experiment. Upstream and downstream arrays
of luminosity monitors were also used.
8.1. The Main Cˇerenkov Detectors
The challenges associated with the main detec-
tor were to detect elastically scattered electrons in
integrating mode with low noise, low background,
high linearity, and excellent azimuthal symmetry
and radiation-hardness over a focal plane area to-
taling several square meters. The main detector
system [72] employed a set of eight Cˇerenkov detec-
tors made of non-scintillating, low-luminescent syn-
thetic quartz bars (Spectrosil 2000 fused silica [68])
which were extremely radiation-hard and insensi-
tive to neutral backgrounds. Each detector con-
sisted of two 100 cm × 18 cm × 1.25 cm radia-
tors (made by Saint-Gobain Quartz [73]) and two
18 cm × 18 cm × 1.25 cm long light guides (made
by Scionix [74]). All surfaces were finished with 25
A˚ (RMS) surface polishing. The systematic point-
to-point variations in thickness were ±250 µm. All
edges were beveled to a width of 0.5 mm to re-
duce chipping. Pairs of bars and lightguides were
glued together end-to-end, forming 240 cm long
bars with three main glue joints: light guide-to-
radiator, radiator-to-radiator, and radiator-to-light
guide (see Fig. 23). The index of refraction of the
quartz was n=1.482 at a wavelength of 280 nm, cor-
responding to a threshold β = 0.67 and a Cˇerenkov
cone angle of 47.6◦.
Figure 23: Two of the eight main detectors, before instal-
lation of the lead pre-radiators. The squares standing out
on each end of the detectors are lead shielding covering the
light guides and PMTs. The quartz sampling scanner is also
shown above the lower detector in the figure.
The detectors were instrumented with 130 mm
diameter PMTs on each end of each detector bar.
Each PMT (Electron Tubes 9312WKB [75]) had
a multi-alkali S20 (Na2KSb:Cs) photocathode, UV
transmitting glass window and DC coupling with
an electrostatic shield at cathode potential. The
PMTs had 10 stages of high-gain, high-stability
SbCs dynodes with a linear focus design for good
linearity and timing. They were sensitive in the
wavelength range from 200 to 900 nm, with a
peak quantum efficiency of about 23% at 260 nm,
well matched to the Cˇerenkov light wavelengths in
quartz. Each PMT was magnetically shielded using
a double-layer mu-metal case.
The PMTs were glued onto the downstream faces
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of the light guides. The optical glue used to attach
the quartz pieces and the PMTs was SES406 by
Shin-Etsu [76]. This glue was chosen for its me-
chanical strength and stable light transmission un-
der high radiation doses. Both the quartz and the
glue were tested for radiation damage at doses up
to 1 MRad at a 60Co facility [77], approximately the
dose they were expected to receive over the course
of the experiment.
To suppress soft neutral backgrounds, a 2 cm
thick lead pre-radiator was installed in front of each
quartz bar. This increased the light yield by a fac-
tor of seven and improved the signal-to-background
ratio by ∼20, although shower fluctuations in the
pre-radiator also introduced an additional excess
noise (∼10%) to the total asymmetry width.
The eight quartz Cˇerenkov detectors were ar-
ranged symmetrically about the beam axis (3.44 m
from the beam axis to the outer edge of each bar)
at the focal plane of the spectrometer (5.78 m
downstream of the center of the QTOR magnet).
The mounting and support structure consisted of
a housing for each quartz and PMT assembly, an
exoskeleton around each housing, and a general
support structure for all eight detectors, referred
to as the Ferris wheel. Each light-tight hous-
ing consisted of an aluminum frame which sup-
ported the quartz bars and the PMTs, and thin
PORON® covers [78]. The housing was mounted
inside the exoskeletons, which reinforced the me-
chanical strength of the main detector housings and
provided mounting structures for the pre-radiators
and PMT shielding. Lead plates 5 cm thick were
mounted on the exoskeleton just in front of the
PMTs and at their inner radius side. This provided
10 radiation lengths attenuation for O(1) GeV par-
ticles (electrons) coming from the upstream direc-
tion and from the beamline. The exoskeletons also
provided the mounting interface to the overall sup-
port structure (the Ferris wheel). The Ferris wheel
located the main detectors at the desired radius in
the focal plane. The attachment of the exoskeletons
to the Ferris wheel incorporated manual radial mo-
tion capabilities with a range of about 15 cm.
The Ferris wheel also supported cable trays and
access platforms with ladders. All the mechani-
cal structures were built with aluminum in order
to provide a “low-Z” and iron-free environment
around the detectors. The entire detector system
was placed in a shielded hut (see Sec. 6) to reduce
the background.
Cˇerenkov light generated by scattered electrons
traveled along the quartz bar via total internal re-
flection and was collected at each end by the PMTs.
An average of 98 p.e.55s were generated for each in-
cident electron. The Cˇerenkov signals were read
out with two types of custom made PMT bases:
one for high-gain (2 × 106) event-mode calibration
running at nA level beam currents and one for low-
gain (∼440) integrating-mode production running
for asymmetry measurements at beam currents up
to 180 µA. The low-gain operation in integrating
mode reduced non-linearity effects from the PMT.
This was achieved by using only the first seven dyn-
ode stages and keeping the remaining stages and
anode at the same bias voltage as dynode 7, as well
as operating the PMT at a relatively low bias of
around -1 kV.
8.2. Integrating Mode Detector Performance
The rate of scattered electrons incident on each
of the eight main detectors was over 850 MHz, pre-
cluding the counting of individual events. Instead,
the raw current of each of the 16 PMTs was read
out using the electronics described in Sec.s 10.1 and
10.2 and saved for later analysis, which included
pedestal subtraction and beam charge normaliza-
tion (see Fig. 24). Pedestal data were acquired ev-
ery eight hours by taking 1–5 minutes of data with
no beam in the experimental hall. The RMS width
of each tube’s raw pedestal distribution over a typi-
cal 5 minute period varied between 0.20−0.25 mV.
More interesting was the width of the HC pedestal
differences measured over helicity quartets, which
was only 30 µV. That may be used to estimate the
electronic noise contribution to the main detector
asymmetry width as 5 ppm (relative to the nominal
6 V signal magnitude). This is negligible compared
to the overall main detector asymmetry width of
230 ppm, which was dominated by the statistical
width as described in Sec. 1.4. Similar results were
obtained by replacing the detector inputs to the
ADCs with a 9 V battery.
These pedestal data also provided an opportu-
nity to search for a false asymmetry in the main
detector signal chain due to electronic pickup.
Helicity-dependent changes in the mean value of
the pedestals were searched for and excluded with
a typical sensitivity of ±10 nV per monthly Wien
setting. Given the signal magnitude of ∼6 V, this
meant that any false asymmetry from HC pedestals
55Photo-Electron
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was < 2 ppb per Wien setting. Because this method
regularly tested the actual detectors, electronics,
and current monitors (albeit necessarily at low duty
factor), it was complementary to measurements by
the continuously monitored battery signals which
provided a 1 ppb limit on electronic pickup in the
PMTs or PMT gating every 8 hours.
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Figure 24: A typical 6 minute main detector PMT yield
distribution after subtraction of the mean value of the yield.
The outer (σ=50.3 mV) distribution corresponds to the raw
signal and the middle (σ=13.4 mV) peak are the same data
after normalization to the beam current. The innermost
peak is a Gaussian distribution with a width corresponding
to a calculated estimate of the shot (statistical) noise, which
experiences no gain drifts due to factors such as temperature
changes like the former two yield curves do.
The health of the 16 individual PMTs was
tracked continuously so that damaged hardware
could be identified and replaced. Figure 25 dis-
plays how a typical PMT yield changed over the
course of the entire Qweak running period. Drifts
in the detector yield over time scales of hours were
typically 1% due to PMT gain drifts arising from
temperature variations in the hall, while a 10% gain
degradation was observed over the course of all of
Run 2.
The primary metric used to assess detector per-
formance was the width of the asymmetry distribu-
tion (see Sec. 1.3). The general health of the exper-
iment as a whole could be monitored by ensuring
that widths in excess of counting statistics could be
attributed to known sources such as the BCM reso-
lution and target density fluctuations. For a 175µA
run, the average single-PMT asymmetry width (av-
eraged over helicity quartets) was ∼ 680 ppm. The
full 16-tube (8 radiator) combination width was
∼ 230 ppm. Fig. 25 (bottom) shows how the asym-
metry width of the average of all 16 PMTs varied
over the whole experiment.
Potential additional sources for increased asym-
metry widths are non-linearities either in the de-
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Figure 25: Top: Typical charge normalized main detector
phototube yields over the course of the experiment. Run 2
started around run 14000. The ∼10% decrease in yield over
time is attributed to gain degradation. The change at run
14000 corresponds to a period when the beam current was
raised as Run 2 got underway. Spikes near runs 15500 and
17500 are the results of temporary issues with heat dissipa-
tion in the BCM and DAQ electronics, respectively. Bottom:
The main detectors’ asymmetry width over the whole exper-
iment, scaled by
√
(I/180), where I is the beam current in
µA, As described in the text, this metric combines detector,
target, and BCM performance as well as regression to correct
for HCBA.
tectors (hardware and electronics) or the BCMs.
The inherent non-linearity of the main detector
PMTs and associated electronics was studied in de-
tail prior to the experiment with LEDs, with a non-
linearity of ∼0.8% at the signal levels corresponding
to those experienced during the experiment.
8.3. Event Mode Electron Detectors
The low-gain bases of the main detectors were
swapped out with high-gain bases in order to use
them at low beam currents (50 pA - 200 nA) in an
event-by-event counting mode. Further amplifica-
tion (×20) was provided locally before each signal
was sent to the counting room electronics outside
the experimental hall. This configuration provided
pulse height, timing, and coincidence information
to be used in conjunction with drift chamber infor-
mation to reconstruct kinematic quantities such as
Q2 and scattering angle. Data taken in this con-
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figuration also proved useful in calibrating the per-
formance of individual phototubes. Comparisons of
data acquired using LEDs with data obtained from
scattered electrons in event mode were used to de-
termine the number of photoelectrons generated per
event. These numbers varied by 8−18 p.e./PMT
from the average value of 98 p.e.s per event. The
light collected from an event near the middle of the
bar was about 2/3 of the light collected from an
event near the end of the bar.
Timing information from the main detectors was
also used both in track reconstruction as well as
for systematic measurements of dilution factors for
various background processes. By requiring a co-
incidence for events recorded by tubes on opposite
ends of a single quartz bar, accidental events could
be suppressed.
8.4. Luminosity Monitors
The luminosity monitors (lumis56) were auxiliary
detectors located where the scattered flux was much
higher than at the main detectors, while the ex-
pected physics asymmetry of the contributing pro-
cesses was much smaller than at the main detectors.
Two sets of detectors - the upstream and down-
stream luminosity monitor arrays - were used dur-
ing the experiment. The desire for a high scattered
flux required the detectors to be in areas where they
received a large radiation dose. The extra efforts
to make these detectors radiation-hard worked very
well. Both the upstream and downstream luminos-
ity monitors made use of rad-hard Spectrosil 2000
quartz (fused silica) radiators [68]. Special signal
connectors (Kings teflon [79]) on the PMTs were
used to avoid the especially radiation sensitive in-
sulators on standard BNC connectors. Long light
guides helped distance the PMTs from the radia-
tion field. The light guides were formed from single
sheets of highly reflective aluminum (Alanod Miro-
Silver 27 [80]) and continuously flushed with N2 gas
to eliminate the corrosive effects of moist air and to
reduce backgrounds. Pre-amplifiers located close
to the detectors were heavily shielded with lead.
Careful alignment was performed early in the ex-
periment before activation made personnel access
problematic.
8.4.1. Upstream Luminosity Monitors
The upstream lumis (see Fig. 26) were intended
to provide a way to measure target noise if other
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methods failed to do so. As it turned out, the
target noise was small and well measured by three
other techniques (see Sec. 5.3). However, the up-
stream lumis were a crucial tool to link together
beamline background asymmetries observed with
differing configurations of other background detec-
tors in the main detector shielding hut (described
in Sec. 8.6).
The four upstream lumis [81] were Spectrosil
2000 quartz radiators [68] measuring 7 cm × 27 cm
× 2 cm. They were situated 2.67 m downstream of
the target on the upstream face of the defining colli-
mator at a scattering angle of about 5◦ where they
were expected to be primarily sensitive to Møller
electrons. The detectors each saw a rate of about
115 GHz (scaled from event mode to a beam current
of 180 µA), about half of which came from sources
other than the target. They were read out with 5.1
cm diameter Hamamatsu R375 quartz window pho-
totubes [82] operated in vacuum photodiode mode
(unity gain voltage divider) at each end. The light
from the detectors was transmitted to the PMTs
through 35 cm long N2 filled light guides. The re-
mainder of the integrating-mode electronics chain
is described in Sec. 10.2. The unity-gain bases were
swapped with modest-gain (∼106) bases so they
could be used as relative beam current monitors in
event (pulse counting) mode during the low beam
current running.
8.4.2. Downstream Luminosity Monitors
The downstream luminosity monitors were situ-
ated 17 m downstream of the target at an angle of
0.5◦, sensitive to similar rates of scattered electrons
from Møller (e − e) and Mott (e − p) interactions
in the target. Based on pure counting statistics
considerations, these detectors were anticipated to
have a smaller asymmetry width than the main de-
tectors. In practice, their asymmetry width was
only slightly smaller (∼200 ppm typically) than the
main detectors. Target (53 ppm) and BCM (60
ppm) noise contributed in quadrature to the an-
ticipated statistical width (14 ppm). Excess noise
from a variety of sources, including the beamline
and beam monitor resolution, also contributed to
the observed 200 ppm asymmetry width. How-
ever, they provided sensitivity to false asymme-
tries at this level, because the expected asymmetry
from the contributing physics processes was much
smaller than that of the main detector. The relation
of false asymmetries measured in these detectors to
any potential false asymmetries in the main detec-
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Figure 26: A CAD drawing of the triple collimation region. The target is in the scattering chamber on the right side of the
drawing; the beam direction is to the left. The lead collimators and the lead lintels between the magnet coils are shown in this
view. The horizontal drift chambers are shown just upstream of the third collimator. The four upstream luminosity monitors
are shown mounted to the upstream face of the middle collimator, each with two light guides and PMTs. The active elements
span the light guide pairs in the horizontal and vertical octants.
tors is being studied. They also proved useful as
beam current and relative position monitors dur-
ing the extremely low current running used for the
event mode of the experiment.
Each of the eight downstream lumis [81] consisted
of a piece of Spectrosil 2000 quartz [68] measur-
ing 4 cm × 3 cm × 1.3 cm with a 45◦ taper at
one edge. Each of the quartz radiators had a 2
cm thick lead pre-radiator in front of it to sup-
press low energy backgrounds. They were inserted
into flanged cups which penetrated the 61 cm di-
ameter beampipe to within 13 cm of the nominal
beam axis. Each quartz piece was read out with the
same type of phototube and light guide described in
Sec. 8.4 for the upstream lumis, using the integrat-
ing mode electronics described in Sec. 10. Fig. 27
displays how a typical downstream luminosity mon-
itor phototube yield behaved over the course of the
Run 2 period. As with the upstream lumis, the
unity gain bases were swapped with modest gain
(∼106) bases during the low beam currents used in
the event mode of the experiment. The downstream
lumis each saw about 150 GHz of scattered elec-
trons (scaled up from event mode measurements)
and withstood a dose of about 2 Grad over the life
of the experiment.
8.5. The Focal Plane Scanner
In order to measure the profile of events reach-
ing the main detectors over the whole 4−6 orders of
magnitude of beam current used in the experiment,
a small scanning Cˇerenkov detector was built [83].
It provided confirmation early in the experiment
that the scattered electron envelope on the main de-
tectors agreed with simulations. It consisted of two
overlapping 1 cm3 cubes of synthetic quartz (Spec-
trosil 2000) fused silica Cˇerenkov radiators [68].
The geometrical overlap of the two sensitive ele-
ments formed a small fiducial area of 1 × 1 cm2
to cope with the maximum electron flux of about
1 MHz/cm2, allowing operation in event mode at
most beam currents. Each quartz radiator was op-
tically coupled via a 50 cm long air-core light guide
to a Photonis XP2268 5 cm PMT. The light pipes
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Figure 27: Typical charge normalized downstream lumi-
nosity monitor yields over the course of Run 2 of the exper-
iment. The behavior was typically very stable with no long
term gain degradation observed. Discrete jumps near the
beginning of the running period were the result of deliberate
beam position changes of ∼0.5 mm during studies to deter-
mine the experiment’s neutral axis. The relatively large size
of the jumps reflects the expected large beam position/angle
sensitivity of these very forward angle monitors.
were lined with highly specular Alanod Miro4 re-
flector [84], providing a light transport efficiency
better than 93%. The two PMTs were read out in
coincidence. Accidental coincidences were reduced
by configuring the light guides in a non-overlapping
V-shape. Despite configuring the air light guides
in the super-elastic region, they were exposed to
a large photon flux from the upstream beamline
which contributed to a larger than expected acci-
dental rate.
A 2D linear motion system [85] was employed to
move the scanner detector along a predefined path
while measuring position-dependent rates. The
2D linear motion system consisted of two stain-
less steel ball-screw driven tables with a range of
200 cm× 26 cm and a position resolution of 100 µm.
The moving tables were driven by servo-motors
controlled by a custom-built control box housing
two Danaher S300 servo-amplifiers [86] and a Galil
DMC-4020 motion controller [87]. Two linear dis-
placement draw wire potentiometer position sen-
sors [88] measured instantaneous detector positions.
The ∼ 500 mR/h radiation field inside the shielded
main detector hut required the controller to be
shielded with lead. A full scan (see Fig. 28) could
be completed in half an hour when the detector was
moved ∼6 cm/s.
8.6. Background Detectors
To continuously monitor the asymmetry of the
diffuse background and search for potential leakage
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Figure 28: Scattered electron flux distribution in the bot-
tom octant obtained by the scanner. The x-axis is in hori-
zontal direction, the y-axis is in vertical direction. The scale
indicates the relative electron flux.
of the helicity reversal signal, a set of background
detectors were constructed and placed at specific lo-
cations in the detector hut. The background detec-
tors included one complete main detector assembly
(identical to the other eight main detectors) placed
in the super-elastic region, just downstream of the
nominal focal plane as a beamline background mon-
itor, and three smaller dark boxes numbered from
1 to 3.
Background detectors 1 and 2 consisted of a dark
box containing a bare PMT of the same type as
the main detector PMTs, shielded with double lay-
ers of mu-metal, an integrating-mode PMT base
and an LED light source. Background detector 1
was placed in a well-shielded fixed location. Its
LED light, PMT, and low-gain base delivered a
low-noise signal (∼10 ppb over 8 hours) to provide
a noise floor reference for the main detector elec-
tronics chain. It was used to search for leakage of
the helicity reversal signal, and thus needed to have
similar cabling to the main detectors while being
well-shielded from beam induced backgrounds.
Background detector 2 was moved in the super-
elastic region next to different main detector PMTs
to characterize the “PMT background” at each
PMT. Background detector 3 was identical to 1
and 2, but had a piece of fused quartz (identical
to the light guide extension used on the main de-
tectors) glued to it in the same configuration as the
PMTs were glued to the light guides in the main de-
tectors. Background detector 3 was also moved in
the super-elastic region next to the PMT of any of
the main detectors to serve as a “PMT+lightguide
background” detector. The LEDs in background
detectors 2 and 3 were used only for checkout.
Background detectors 2 & 3 both measured the
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asymmetry of the diffuse background, and needed
to be close to a main detector radiator to measure
the relevant background, ideally while minimizing
cross-talk due to showering.
9. Event Mode Detectors
The tracking system was used for calibration
measurements performed with low beam currents
(50 pA − 200 nA) to extract the acceptance-
weighted average of Q2 (<Q2>) of the asymme-
try measurement. <Q2> was formed from the
measured scattering angle and scattered momen-
tum distributions, the analog response of the main
Cˇerenkov detectors, the known incident beam en-
ergy, and a detailed GEANT 4 [89, 90] simulation
including all radiative effects. The tracking system
was also used to characterize various backgrounds
and monitor the performance of the main Cˇerenkov
detectors.
To accomplish this, horizontal drift chambers
(HDC57s) were used on the upstream side of
the QTOR magnet, and vertical drift chambers
(VDC58s) on the downstream side. HDC and VDC
designs are distinguished by the dominant drift di-
rection relative to the wire planes. In an HDC the
ionization electrons drift parallel to the wire plane,
and in a VDC they dominantly drift perpendicular
to the wire plane. Scintillation counters were placed
between the VDCs and the main detectors. Dur-
ing integrating mode, all of the tracking detectors
were retracted from the experiment’s acceptance.
During event-mode running, two octants at a time
(180◦ apart) were instrumented with tracking de-
tectors. Separate rotation systems were employed
for the HDCs and the VDCs to rotate the chamber
systems around the beam axis to cover each of the
four octant pairs. One octant pair could be cov-
ered with either of the two sets of chambers for re-
dundancy. The tracking system consisted of eight
chambers and two scintillators: two VDC cham-
bers, two HDC chambers, and one scintillator in
each of two octants.
During the tracking measurements, the HDCs
were used in conjunction with the VDCs at beam
currents of 50 pA on the 35 cm LH2 target. The
∼100 kHz rate observed in the HDCs was domi-
nated by ∼50 MeV Møller electrons which were
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swept away by QTOR before they reached the
VDCs or the main detectors. The elastically scat-
tered electrons of interest typically had a rate of
∼200 Hz under these conditions. Data were also
obtained with various thin solid targets under sim-
ilar conditions to study backgrounds and to tune
the track reconstruction algorithms.
9.1. The Horizontal Drift Chambers
For elastic scattering, ignoring radiation and en-
ergy losses, the four-momentum transfer squared
Q2 is given by
Q2 = 2E2
(1− cos θ)
1 + EM (1− cos θ)
(9)
where M is the proton mass, E is the known inci-
dent beam energy, and θ is the lab scattering angle.
The (HDCs) established the scattered electron tra-
jectory before the magnet in the event mode of the
experiment. They tracked back to the target to es-
tablish the interaction vertex and scattering angle
θ required for determining the Q2 distribution.
A total of five HDCs were constructed, with the
fifth one serving as a spare. Each chamber consisted
of six wire planes with 32 sense wires (20 µm diam-
eter gold-plated tungsten wires strung at a nominal
tension of 20 g) and 33 field wires (75 µm gold-
plated beyllium-copper wires strung at a nominal
tension of 30 g) per plane. The wire pitch was 5.84
mm, and the spacing between wire planes was 19.0
mm. The frame material was Ertalyte [91]. The six
wire planes were in a XUVX ′U ′V ′ configuration,
with the U, V wires at angles of ±53.1◦ relative to
the X wires. In the installed orientation, the typ-
ical electron track made an angle of ∼7◦ relative
to the normal of the wire planes, so there was no
need to offset identically strung planes by a half
drift cell to resolve the left-right ambiguity. An au-
tomated scanning system with a digital camera and
the standard vibrating wire technique [92] was used
during chamber construction to measure wire posi-
tions and tension, with typical standard deviations
of ∼50 µm for deviations of wire positions from ex-
pected and ∼3 g for wire tension about nominal.
The wire planes were separated by cathode planes
made of double-sided aluminized mylar foil. The ac-
tive area of each chamber was 28 cm × 38 cm. The
operating gas mix was 65% argon-35% ethane. The
cathode planes and field wires were held at a poten-
tial of −2150 V, while the sense wires were held at
ground. Each completed chamber was tested with
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cosmic rays, with measured position resolutions of
150−200 µm, and single plane efficiencies of >99%.
The single-wire position resolution was determined
from the difference of a given wire’s drift distance to
the distance expected from a straight-line fit to ∼12
wires in a typical two-chamber HDC track. A typi-
cal residual obtained during running under nominal
conditions (∼50 pA beam current on the LH2 target
with ∼100 kHz chamber rate) is shown in Fig. 29.
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Figure 29: HDC track fit residuals under nominal running
conditions (see text). Displayed are the track fit residuals
for a single plane of a 12-plane track fit through two HDCs.
The dashed line is a Gaussian with RMS=178 µm, which is
a measure of the characteristic chamber resolution.
9.1.1. HDC Positioning System
The HDCs were situated between the defining
(second) and third lead collimators just upstream
of the QTOR magnet. Each of two octants was
covered by a pair of chambers which constituted an
arm. The two chambers which formed an arm for a
given octant were separated by 42 cm; the upstream
(downstream) chamber center was 3.15 m (3.57 m)
from the center of the target.
Each arm could be positioned radially inward to
cover a given octant during tracking measurements,
or outward to clear the scattered electron accep-
tance during production running. Furthermore, the
arms were attached to a central hub which rotated
about the beam pipe. The two arms were fixed 180◦
apart. Each arm could cover one of five different
octants, which means that together both arms cov-
ered all eight octants, and that two octants could
be covered by both arms (at different times). The
HDCs were positioned radially and rotated about
the beam axis manually.
9.1.2. HDC Electronics
On-board Nanometric N-277 preampli-
fier/discriminator cards [93] sent the signals
from each sense wire ∼27 m over twisted pair
ribbon cable to TDC59s located in a hermetically
shielded electronics hut in the experimental hall.
The TDCs used were the JLab F1TDCs [94], which
are high-resolution multi-hit TDCs in 64-channel
VME modules.
9.2. The Vertical Drift Chambers
The VDCs were used in conjunction with the
tracks from the HDCs and the known magnetic field
of QTOR to determine the scattered momentum
and thereby identify elastically scattered electrons.
A total of five VDCs were constructed, with the
fifth serving as a spare [95]. The chambers were
patterned on an earlier design used in JLab’s Hall A
for many years [96], but with an increase in overall
size as well as modifications to some materials and
other details which made them more cost effective
and gas tight.
Each chamber consisted of two anode wire planes
held at ground potential. Each plane included 279
sense wires. The sense wires were 25 µm diame-
ter gold-plated tungsten wires strung at a nominal
tension of 60 g. The wire pitch was 4.97 mm. The
two wire planes per chamber were strung in a UV
configuration, with the U and V wires oriented at
angles of ±26.56◦ from the long axis of the cham-
bers.
High voltage (HV60) cathode planes operated at
−3800 V were situated 12.7 mm above and below
each wire plane. The outer HV planes were 12.7 µm
thick Mylar foils, aluminized on one side. The HV
plane located between the two wire planes was the
same material but was aluminized on both sides.
The frame material, used for both the wire planes
and the HV planes, was 1.27 cm thick G10-FR4 [97],
a mesh of compressed glass fibers and epoxy/resin.
The frame pieces were sand-blasted to create a
smooth, uniform surface to ensure uniform spac-
ing between the cathode planes and the sense wires.
Each rectangular frame (235 cm× 84 cm) was made
of four separate pieces doweled together and bonded
with Araldite epoxy (AY 103 resin and HY 199
hardener). The active area for each chamber was
204.5 cm × 53.3 cm. The entire 10.2 cm thick stack
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of frames was held together by two 1.9 cm thick alu-
minum tooling plate frames with central cut-outs.
12.7 µm thick aluminized Mylar foils were stretched
across the aluminum frames to contain the 50% ar-
gon and 50% ethane gas mixture.
An automated scanning system with a CCD61
camera attached to a stepper motor and linear en-
coder, and the usual vibrating wire technique [92]
were used during chamber fabrication to measure
wire positions and tensions. With respect to the
nominal values (4.97 mm pitch, 60 g tension), typ-
ical standard deviations were 78 µm and 5.6 g, re-
spectively.
Each completed chamber was tested with sources
and cosmic rays. The dark current (current from
cosmic ray flux alone) was ∼100 pA. The gas gain
was determined to be ∼2 × 105 at the operating
voltage (−3800 V). The single-wire efficiency was
>98.8%. At the ∼50 pA beam current used for the
tracking measurements on the LH2 target, the rate
on the VDC was only ∼300 Hz. This was more than
two orders of magnitude lower than the correspond-
ing rate on the HDC chambers, which experienced
high rates from Møller scattering on the LH2 tar-
get. These Møller electrons were swept away by
the QTOR spectrometer and did not contribute to
the rate observed in the VDCs. A typical residual
showing the VDC position resolution achieved dur-
ing these nominal running conditions is shown in
Fig. 30.
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Figure 30: Solid curve: A typical single-wire position resid-
ual formed from ∼24-hit tracks in the VDC (typically 6 wires
firing in each of two planes in each of two chambers). Dashed
curve: a Gaussian fit to the data, with standard deviation
of 264 µm. The RMS width of the data is 295 µm.
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9.2.1. VDC Positioning System
The VDCs were located downstream of the
QTOR magnet, and upstream of the main detec-
tors. Each of two octants was covered by a pair of
chambers which constituted an arm.
In a vertical drift chamber, for which an ionizing
track should typically fire about six wires per wire
plane, the optimal incident track angle with respect
to the wire planes is about 45◦. Given the 22.5◦
average lab angle of the elastic scattered electrons
after the QTOR magnet, the VDC pairs needed to
be held at 24.4◦ from the vertical (optimized via
GEANT [89] simulation). Each pair of VDCs in an
arm was held in place at this angle by two 2.54 cm
thick stainless steel side plates. Each VDC pair was
separated by 53 cm (center-to-center) in the beam
direction, and the center of the pair was located 107
cm upstream of the main detectors.
The two arms, held 180◦ apart, were mounted
on rails which were in turn mounted to a central
rotating hub. The positioning system allowed the
1100 kg VDC assemblies on each arm to be re-
tracted from the acceptance (linear motion) during
integrating-mode running, and rotated to cover dif-
ferent pairs of octants during event-mode running.
Each arm could cover one of five different octants,
meaning that all eight octants could be covered,
and that one octant pair could be covered by either
arm (at different times) for systematic studies.
Pins locked the chambers in their retracted or ex-
tended positions. The linear and rotation motions
were both automated. An electric cylinder [98] with
an S6961 controller [99] was used for the linear mo-
tion. The rotation was done using a Sumitomo
Drive Technology motor [100] with a HF-320 α con-
troller [101] which drove a chain surrounding the
central hub. Positioning reproducibility was better
than 3 mm (azimuthal) and < 1 mm (radial).
9.2.2. VDC Electronics
Custom-made preamplifier/discriminator cards
employing the CERN MAD chip [102, 103] were
mounted directly to the VDCs. The LVDS62 output
of these cards was carried through 16-channel rib-
bon cables 15 m long which absorbed the rotation
and translation of the VDCs. Thirty m of twisted
pair fixed cables then carried the 558 signals from
each VDC to a level translator in a shielded elec-
tronics hut in the experimental hall.
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The level translator converted the LVDS signals
to ECL63 signals which were split into two sig-
nals. These formed the inputs to a novel digital
delay multiplexing system [104]. Delayed signals
from every 8th wire in a group of 141 wires were
ganged together, enabling a significant reduction
(factor of ∼9) in the number of readout channels
required. The arrival time of the multiplexed VDC
signals [104] with respect to the trigger scintillators
(see Sec. 9.3) was measured and digitized with one
F1TDC module [94] per VDC.
9.3. The Trigger Scintillators
Plastic scintillators were used to provide the fast
timing trigger to the electronics for event mode
readout. The scintillators were also used in the
analysis of event mode data to study neutral back-
grounds in the detectors.
The trigger scintillators were 218.45 cm ×
30.48 cm × 1.00 cm Bicron BC-408 plastic [105]
manufactured by Saint Gobain [73]. One scin-
tillator was positioned on each arm of the VDC
rotator directly downstream of the VDCs. Light
guides on each end of the scintillator were formed
from strips of UV-transparent lucite coupled to UV-
transparent disks. Photonis XP-4312B 7.6 cm di-
ameter PMTs were coupled to the 7.6 cm diame-
ter UV-transparent disks, and a Photonis VD123K
transistorized voltage divider was used with a 3 MΩ
resistance. The PMT high-voltage was set between
−1725 and −1860 V.
A CAEN N842 8-channel constant fraction dis-
criminator [106] was used in conjunction with a
CAEN V706 16-channel meantimer module [107]
for optimum timing performance. The efficiency
of the scintillators was >99%, and the measured
timing resolution using cosmic rays was ∼460 ps
(RMS).
9.4. Track Reconstruction Software
The offline track reconstruction software was
used to determine the scattered electron kinemat-
ics. This was done by comparing the straight-line
track segments before (from the HDCs) and after
(from the VDCs) the known spectrometer toroidal
magnetic field. The overall algorithm was patterned
after that developed by the HERMES collabora-
tion [108].
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Standard procedures [109] were used to convert
the drift time measurement to drift distance for
each wire hit in the tracking chambers. For the
VDCs, individual wire-by-wire timing offsets were
determined from the measured scattered electron
tracks. A common timing offset was adequate for
the HDCs. For the VDCs, the difference in times
between the two ends of the digital delay lines was
used to demultiplex and identify the wire number
of each wire fired.
Once hit locations were determined, a pattern
recognition algorithm was used to separately iden-
tify valid line segments in the HDCs and in the
VDCs. The algorithm used a template matching
scheme, similar to the one developed for the AR-
GUS experiment [110]. The templates were based
on two-dimensional projections of a track segment.
The pattern of wire hit locations was compared to a
series of templates, each of progressively finer spa-
tial resolution, which were generated from simu-
lated tracks. Each template was stored as a bit
pattern, with the spatial region of the hit stored as
a “1” and regions without a hit as a“0”. These
allowed the construction of a searchable tree of
valid patterns [111], which could be quickly and ef-
ficiently compared to the pattern corresponding to
the observed wire hits.
Once a valid template was found for the wire hits
corresponding to a given wire plane orientation in a
given set of chambers in each arm (X,U, V for the
HDC pair, U, V for the VDC pair), the data from
each orientation was combined in a least-squares fit
to form a three-dimensional track segment. Fig. 31
shows tracks from the VDCs projected to the main
detectors, which compares well to the correspond-
ing Fig. 28 provided by the focal-plane scanner in
Sec. 8.5.
The track segment determined before the mag-
net from the HDCs was then “swum” numerically
through the magnetic field using a 4th-order Runge-
Kutta [112] procedure. This requires an initial es-
timate of the energy of the scattered track; this
estimate was derived from the known beam energy,
the scattering angle from the initial track segment,
and the assumption of two-body kinematics for elas-
tic scattering. If the resulting track after swim-
ming through the field matched, within crude lim-
its, the location and angle of the actual track seg-
ment found in the VDCs, the event was accepted
as valid. The scattered energy was then iteratively
improved using the Newton-Rapheson method, by
comparing the radial (dispersive direction) position
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Figure 31: A projection of tracks found in the VDCs to the
main quartz detector in the bottom octant. The trigger used
for these events did not include the 2 m wide main detector
itself, which extended from -326 cm to -344 cm in Y . The
X-axis is in horizontal direction, the Y -axis is in vertical
direction. The scale indicates the relative electron flux.
of the VDC track with that of the swum track, and
repeating the swimming process until convergence.
10. Electronics and Data Acquisition
The DAQ64 was built to function in one of two
modes: “integrating mode” or “event mode” (see
Sec. 1.5). Integrating mode was used with beam
currents up to 180 µA to record the average detec-
tor and beamline instrumentation signals in each
interval of stable beam helicity. Event mode was
used with beam currents well below 1 µA to record
trajectory information for individual particles in
the spectrometer, triggered by a hit in one of the
detector elements. The two operational modes
were largely independent, but some instrumenta-
tion was common, such as the focal plane scanner
(see Sec. 8.5).
10.1. Integrating Mode Preamplifiers
Low-noise pre-amplifiers based on the
OPA2604 [113] and OPA2227 [114] by Burr-
Brown were used to convert the Cˇerenkov main
quartz detector anode currents to voltage sig-
nals. The pre-amps were designed [32] with two
I-to-V65 channels per RF shielded package. The
transimpedance was selectable using an internal
switch from 0.5 to 4.0 MΩ for the main detectors
and downstream lumis and 0.5 to 50 MΩ for
the upstream luminosity monitors. The output
dynamic range of ±10 V was matched to the input
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range of the ADC (see below) and drove 130 m
of RG-213 cable. A ganged output offset was
internally adjustable in the range ±1.2 V. The
pre-amp required a +5 V supply. An internal
DC-DC converter stepped up the supply voltage to
±15 V while providing isolation from the external
power supply. A 26 KHz bandwidth filter was
applied to the output signals using a single pole
filter. Because the detector signals were normalized
to beam current, a 26 kHz filter was also used on
the BCMs.
Before the experiment, a prototype pre-amp was
tested to 18 kRad in the mixed electron and pho-
ton field of the JLab 137Cs irradiation facility with
no increase in noise. During the experiment, the
pre-amps were located within a few meters of the
detectors and received an estimated dose of at least
1 kRad from mostly electromagnetic background.
No noise degradation was observed.
In integrating mode, low-capacitance RG-62 (93
Ω) cable was used to carry the anode current signal
from the PMT bases to the pre-amplifiers. In event
mode, standard RG-58 (50 Ω) cable was used. Un-
der nominal operating conditions, all main detector
pre-amps were set to 2 MΩ transimpedance, then
the main detector PMT HVs were adjusted until
the average signal magnitude was 6 V. At the corre-
sponding anode current of 3 µA, the PMTs showed
a modest gain drop of only ∼10% throughout the
experiment (see Fig. 25). Further details, including
a schematic diagram, can be found in [72].
10.2. Integrating Mode Instrumentation
The goal of the integrating-mode instrumenta-
tion was to record the integrated signals or yields
from all the detectors and beam monitors during
each period of stable beam helicity TStable, as well
as recording the beam helicity itself. Most detector
and beamline instrumentation signals were trans-
formed into time-dependent voltages, and the aver-
age voltages were measured during the TStable in-
terval by either a sampling-integrating ADC (the
VQWK66 modules built by TRIUMF67 [32]) or by
a gated scaler counting the output of a voltage-to-
frequency converter. For a few detectors, such as
the halo detectors (see Sec. 3.6), the instrumenta-
tion was a gated scaler counting pulses from a dis-
criminator. The main detector signal chain is de-
picted schematically in Fig. 32.
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Figure 32: A simple schematic of the main detector signal
chain.
The voltage signals produced by the detector and
beam monitor I-to-V pre-amplifiers, as well as volt-
age signals produced by the BCM receivers, were
digitized in the VQWK [32] ADCs. Each of the
eight input signals of a VQWK module was sam-
pled at 500 kHz by an AD7674 18-bit ADC [115]
accepting a full-scale range of ±10 V. An FPGA on
the VQWK module synchronized and accumulated
the sample readings into the reported value. For
each gate trigger, the VQWK module accumulated
a preset number of samples to produce the read-
ing for that trigger; in addition to the total sum,
four sub-sums were accumulated representing each
quarter of the gate. The input stage of the VQWK
module had a 5-pole low-pass filter with a 50 kHz
cutoff to prevent aliasing of the input signals.
As discussed in Sec. 10.1, the bandwidth of the
BCMs and BPMs was matched to the 26 kHz band-
width of the integrating-mode preamplifiers. The
delay of these signals was also matched, by mak-
ing use of the 60 Hz pulsed (tune) beam structure
available at JLab. To allow for the fact that pure
analog and digital BCM receiver signals arrived out
of time by O (10) µs, gates sent to ADC modules
containing late signals were programmed to begin
digitizing after a programmable delay. The flexi-
bility to match both bandwidth and delay between
the detectors and the BCMs was a crucial feature
of the electronics.
At the 960/s reversal rate, the VQWK ADCs ac-
quired 464 samples per Helicity Gate (see Fig. 5),
giving a sampled average of the input voltages over
a 928 µs interval. The accumulation of samples was
started TADCDelay=42.5 µs after the beginning of
the TStable=971.65 µs interval in the Helicity Gate
signal. Thus the last sample was taken about 1 µs
before the end of the TStable interval. TStable and
the time set aside for the helicity transition to fully
complete (TSettle=70 µs) were set by the polarized
source helicity board (see Sec. 2.1). TADCDelay was
set internal to the VQWK modules, and was used
to prevent distortion of the voltage samples by the
beginning of the gate signal. Use of the TADCDelay
contributed an additional 4.1% deadtime on top of
the 6.7% deadtime associated with TSettle discussed
in Sec. 2.1. The readout timing diagram of the
integrating-mode DAQ is summarized in Fig. 33.
Helicity
Gate
Detector
Signal
Time (not to scale)
TStable ADC Delay
T 1μs TSettle
Figure 33: The readout timing diagram of the integrating-
mode DAQ. The shaded area in the detector signal indicates
the signal region digitized by the ADCs. The horizontal axis
scale is exaggerated to show details of the signal timing. Fur-
ther information on the helicity signal timing is summarized
in Fig. 5.
The RMS width of the quartet asymmetry gener-
ated on a channel digitizing a constant voltage sig-
nal (from a battery) was about 3 ppm, compared
to the ∼230 ppm RMS width of the detector asym-
metries. The random noise introduced by the elec-
tronics chain was thus negligibly small compared to
the fluctuations from counting statistics.
A set of three SIS3801 [116] scalers and one
STR7200 [117] scaler were used to provide rate
measurements for detectors and monitor channels
that were not instrumented by the VQWK modules.
During the integrating-mode running, only the He-
licity Gate triggers were collected; all other trigger
types (see next section) were disabled. There were
32 VQWK modules in three VME crates, provid-
ing digitization of the detectors as well as beamline
instrumentation in Hall C and the injector. Two
additional VME crates supported the scalers and
the trigger control electronics.
The total data rate was about 6.5 MB/s. The
data were written to disk as a series of data files
with a maximum size of 1.9 GB. These files, known
as “runlets”, each represented about 5–6 minutes of
data collection. A typical hour-long run would con-
sist of about 10–12 runlets. The analysis also ben-
efited from the segmentation into runlets, as beam
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and experimental conditions were generally stable
on a 5 minute timescale, but could vary more over
the course of an hour-long run.
10.3. Event Mode Instrumentation
In event mode, detector information was col-
lected based on detector-based triggers, as opposed
to the periodic helicity-based triggers collected in
integrating mode. Pre-scaling and trigger selec-
tion was done by a JLab Trigger Supervisor mod-
ule [118], with several trigger inputs. The helicity-
based trigger was replaced by a slower (usually 10
Hz) clock, to control readout from scalers. The
most common trigger sources were: the trigger scin-
tillators, the main Cˇerenkov detector bars, the focal
plane scanner, and one of the “background” detec-
tors. Occasionally other trigger sources were used
for tests and background measurements.
The instrumentation was changed for event mode
as well. All of the drift chambers were read out
using JLab F1TDC modules [94]. The main detec-
tors and trigger scintillator signals were passively
split, with one copy being discriminated and in-
put to F1TDC modules, and the other copy pass-
ing through an additional 190 ns of delay cable be-
fore being input to a CAEN V792 [119] Charge-
to-Digital Conversion (QDC) module. All of the
timing signals from the scintillators and Cˇerenkov
detectors were also input to scalers.
11. Software
Simulations were performed based on
the GEANT3 [120], GEANT4 [89, 90] and
GARFIELD [121] simulation packages. GEANT3
simulations were used in the design phase of the
experiment to optimize the acceptance, and to
study background from the aluminum target cell
and other sources. GEANT4 was used to maximize
the photoelectron yield from the quartz main
detectors, and in the analysis of tracking data (see
Sec. 9). GARFIELD was used in the design of
both the horizontal and vertical drift chambers
to optimize the gas mixture, field and sense wire
positions, and the cathode plane spacing.
The physical processes implemented in both
GEANT simulations included all electromagnetic
and low-energy hadronic processes above a thresh-
old value. In addition, generators were written for
elastic e − p, inelastic e − p, and Møller scattering
in the target, and for scattering from the aluminum
target windows.
11.1. Acceptance, Rate, and Momentum Transfer
Simulations
As part of the Qweak acceptance optimization,
the collimator design, the position of the main de-
tector quartz bars, and the current setting of the
QTOR magnet were varied. First, the maximum
solid-angle acceptance that would clear the QTOR
spectrometer support structure was found. Then,
for a given collimator design, the elastic rate, mean
Q2, uncertainty on Qpw, and the background di-
lution (contamination) from inelastic and target
window scattering were calculated as a function
of the main detector radial position. The final
combination of magnetic field and detector posi-
tion chosen was an optimization that minimized the
Qpwuncertainty, through a trade-off maximizing the
elastic rate and acceptance while minimizing the
inelastic and target window background dilutions.
11.2. Background Simulations
In addition to aiding in the design and opti-
mization of the acceptance-defining collimator, the
Qweak GEANT3 [120] simulation was also used in
the design of the upstream shielding wall of the de-
tector hut, the “lintel” collimators, and the gen-
eral study of backgrounds from the target windows
and the beamline, as well as other background pro-
cesses.
An example of one of many improvements to
the experiment’s design that came out of these
studies is the lintels alluded to in Sec. 6.2. The
simulations [66] showed that electrons from elas-
tic and Møller scattering generated photons along
the inner edge of the defining collimator apertures
which had direct line of sight to the detectors.
Lead “lintel” collimators were added between the
coils of the magnet to provide line-of-sight shielding
between the Cˇerenkov detectors and the photons
from this background source. Simulations showed
that the lintels reduced this background by about
90%. Elastically scattered electrons which passed
through the defining collimator apertures were de-
flected by the spectrometer field and not affected by
the lintels. The lintels were also designed to avoid
the intense “fountain” of low-energy electrons from
Møller scattering in the target, in order to prevent
them from becoming a net source of photon back-
ground.
The apertures in the upstream wall of the detec-
tor shielding hut were also carefully designed with
GEANT3 simulations [66]. These apertures essen-
tially consituted a fourth collimator, the only one
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downstream of the spectrometer magnet. Back-
grounds from the aluminum target windows, beam-
line, collimators, and shielding wall were all stud-
ied with simulations. The results were used to de-
vise methods to measure and suppress these back-
grounds.
11.3. Detector Simulations
The detector simulation software was devel-
oped [72] based on the GEANT4 [89] framework.
The basic method was to track particles from the
target to the detectors using the detailed geome-
tries of the detectors and shielding as well as the
measured magnetic field of the spectrometer as
input. By turning on all relevant physics pro-
cesses along the particle trajectories, the detector
response (light production and transport) could be
simulated for various trial geometries. The simula-
tion results were benchmarked by comparing them
to independent experimental results wherever pos-
sible and the resulting deviations were then used to
modify the simulation code until consistent results
were obtained or a reasonable uncertainty could be
assigned to the simulation results. The detector de-
sign was optimized through several such iterations.
The detector geometries were implemented in
particular detail, including the quartz bars, glue
joints, lightguides, PMTs, detector housing, PMT
housing, PMT lead shield, pre-radiator, quartz bar
holders and detector windows (covers). Relevant
material properties were included, such as wave-
length spectra, index of refraction, surface reflec-
tivity of the PMT photocathode, and the quartz
surface roughness. The simulation investigated
the consequences of possible defects, such as a
small mismatch between two quartz bars, quartz
bar and/or light guide misalignment, and oversized
bevels or chipped edges. Detector geometries such
as detector thickness, pre-radiator thickness, and
light guide shape were studied by turning on the
Cˇerenkov process to determine the overall efficiency
of the detectors for various design choices.
Extensive simulations were performed to study
effects of quartz bar surface properties, to deter-
mine quartz bar and light guide shapes, quartz bar
tilt angle, to study the position dependence of the
light yield, as well as to study background and the
Q2 distribution in the detectors. The length (200
cm) and width (18 cm) of the quartz bars were de-
termined by the elastic beam spot size on the focal
plane. The thickness (1.25 cm) was optimized using
simulations by balancing the competing aspects of
maximizing light yield and minimizing shower ac-
tivity and background [72]. A similar procedure
was performed to find the optimal thickness (2 cm)
for the pre-radiator.
The optimal Cˇerenkov detector light guide geom-
etry was determined by simulating the light yield
for various configurations, such as with the PMT
on the edge or on the face of the light guide for rect-
angular, trapezoidal, or wedge guide geometries, or
without a light guide (PMT on the active quartz
volume edge only). Although the geometry varia-
tions showed no significant effect on the excess noise
due to light yield variations, the mean photoelec-
tron yield was largest with the PMT on the face of
a rectangular light guide.
The detector tilt angle was also optimized by de-
termining the excess noise as a function of detector
tilt angle, the light yield uniformity as a function of
electron hit positions along the length of the quartz
bar and tilt angle, as well as the uniformity of the
Q2 distribution across the quartz bar. The light
yield was smaller for a zero tilt angle, but signifi-
cantly more uniform. The optimal tilt angle chosen
was zero – perpendicular to the beam direction.
The simulation studies showed that the total light
yield in the detector depended on the position of the
incident electron – a combined effect of the shower
activities in the quartz bar, the various path lengths
of the electrons in the quartz bar, and the various
light transmission distances in the quartz bar. The
light yield was approximately uniform in the short,
radial dimension but nonuniform in the long (200
cm) direction of the quartz bar. This hit position
dependence of the light yield affected the excess
noise in the detector as well as the light-weighted
〈Q2〉 determination. Because events near the mid-
dle of the quartz radiator had a lower light yield
and the lower Q2 events were focused in the center
of the detector, the combination of the two effects
biased the Q2 upward by about 1.5%.
The prediction of a GEANT4 [89] simulation is
compared to the measured pulse-height observed in
a detector bar in Fig. 34. The measured spectrum
corresponds to the sum of the signals from both
ends of a pre-radiated detector bar during event
mode-running at ∼50 pA with the LH2 target, cal-
ibrated in photoelectrons. The simulation includes
all the details of the bar described above and does
an excellent job describing the measured spectrum.
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Figure 34: Shaded: A typical quartz detector pulse-
height spectrum accumulated during event-mode running
(see text). The solid curve indicates the prediction from
a GEANT4 [89] simulation incorporating the geometry of
the bar and accounting for all the physical properties of the
detector bar and physics processes described in the text.
11.4. Analysis Software
Software was developed in C++ to decode raw
data from the Qweak DAQ in integrating and event
modes for multiple detector systems. The DAQ in-
tegrated over the fundamental 960/s helicity win-
dow, and computed asymmetries for each helicity
quartet.
After decoding of the detector signals, basic data
quality cuts were applied based on the beam cur-
rent and position, whether the signal was saturated,
and hardware error checks. Asymmetries were then
formed for the main detector (blinded), luminosity,
and beamline monitors. The results were provided
to ROOT [122] trees and histograms as well as to a
MySQL [123] database.
In event mode, the analysis software decoded
scaler, ADC, and TDC information presented by
different types of triggers. The output was accessi-
ble from a set of ROOT [122] trees. An overview of
the Qweak data analysis system integrated with the
Qweak DAQ is shown in Fig. 35.
11.4.1. Online Analysis
The main goal of the online analysis system was
to provide a means to assess the health of the Qweak
DAQ and the various detector systems, as well as
to assess beam quality and provide feedback to the
accelerator operators. The online analysis was de-
rived from the main analysis framework to access
the DAQ in real-time and monitor the experiment’s
ep
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Figure 35: The basic setup used for the DAQ and analy-
sis framework. The DAQ generated the raw data while the
analysis framework provided realtime and offline data anal-
ysis capability.
status. The monitoring system provided real-time
access to a small number of important quantities. A
second monitoring system summarized data quality
for a much fuller set of observables from the first 5
minutes of each hour long run. Those results were
available about half an hour after they were ac-
quired, passed to a ROOT [122] file and used to
update snap-shots to a web-based log system. An
additional role played by the online analysis was a
beam current asymmetry feedback loop to converge
the beam charge asymmetry to zero (see Sec. 3.2).
11.4.2. Offline Analysis
The offline analysis chain for the integrating-
mode data consisted of two stages. First, the
raw data files were processed to produce helicity-
averaged yields and helicity-correlated asymmetries
for each quartet. Then the correlations between the
detector asymmetries and beam parameter varia-
tions were determined and used to correct the de-
tector asymmetries, as described in Sec. 3.5.
The first step in processing the raw data was to
apply calibrations to the raw detector information
for each 960/s helicity gate. Several event cuts were
also applied for each helicity gate: the beam cur-
rent had to be above a certain threshold (usually
100 µA) and none of the main detector channels or
the most important beam monitor channels could
have a fault in the event. Next, a 4000-event ring
buffer was used to apply a stability cut on the beam
current and on two main detector channels; if the
RMS of the distribution was outside of limits, all of
the events in the buffer were discarded. Also, if the
beam current dropped abruptly, a fixed number of
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events before the drop were discarded.
Quartet asymmetries and helicity-averaged yields
were calculated for the events that passed the
event cuts and stability cuts. The main detector
asymmetries were blinded by an additive shift in
the asymmetry. The helicity-averaged yields and
helicity-correlated asymmetries were then output
to ROOT [122] files and accumulated totals were
stored in a MySQL [123] database for each 5-minute
runlet.
Two different techniques were used to determine
the correlation of the detector signals to the beam
parameters. The first used linear regression anal-
ysis of the natural beam motion in each 5-minute
runlet to determine the correlation matrix between
the detector asymmetries and the HC variation in
a set of beam parameters. The matrix was then
inverted to extract the sensitivity to those beam
parameters for each detector. Then the detector
asymmetries were corrected for the HC variation
in the beam parameters, using the sensitivities ex-
tracted from that runlet. A total of 13 different
sets of independent parameters were used to eval-
uate the effect of choosing different beam monitors
on the corrected detector asymmetries.
The second method to determine the correla-
tion of the detector signals to the beam parameters
used driven beam modulation data, as described
in Sec. 3.5. One advantage of these driven mod-
ulations was that they were largely uncoupled. In
particular, the beam modulation allowed separation
of the effects of energy and steering changes which
were difficult to extract from the natural beam mo-
tion data.
12. Summary
As discussed in this article, high-precision parity-
violation measurements offer unique challenges
from both a methodology and a technical per-
spective. The apparatus is essentially the en-
tire accelerator complex, consisting of the polar-
ized injector, accelerator, beam property measure-
ment apparatus, scattering target, spectrometer,
and detector assembly. The small asymmetries and
high precision characterizing these experiments in-
evitably lead to high-luminosity and high-rate en-
vironments, where data are typically recorded for
each helicity state as opposed to a trigger based on
each scattered electron. Detector multiplicity is im-
portant to increase the detected rate, as well as to
form an azimuthally symmetric array to reduce sys-
tematic errors from HC changes in the beam trajec-
tory and potential contamination from transverse
asymmetries.
The Qweak experiment achieved a number of no-
table technical milestones. These include the high-
est luminosity, highest beam current on a cryo-
genic target, and the smallest absolute precision
ever achieved in a PVES measurement. It was
the first PVES measurement that required a multi-
kilowatt LH2 target that, if not for its unique design
via computational fluid dynamics simulations and
the use of rapid helicity reversal, would have been
a limiting noise source for the measurement.
The final metric of both the instrumentation and
methodology is the degree to which all sub-systems
were able to perform together at the required level.
Fig. 36 illustrates the consistency of the experi-
ment’s measured asymmetry, where the sign of the
various fast and slow helicity flips has been prop-
erly accounted for. These results include a global,
additive blinding factor so they cannot as yet be
compared to predictions. They also are not yet cor-
rected for beam polarization, target window back-
ground, or various other small backgrounds and
kinematic corrections. However, one clearly sees
that the corrections to the asymmetry due to HC
variations in the beam parameters are quite small,
and that they are consistent for the two indepen-
dent methods used to determine the sensitivities
to the beam parameters (natural beam motion and
driven beam modulation, as described in Sec. 3.5).
It is also seen that the extracted asymmetry is sta-
ble with time over the scale of months. The re-
sults are evidence that the Qweak physics asymme-
try measurement is fundamentally sound at the few
parts per billion level.
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